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ABSTRACT 

This paper explores the relationship between strategic trading and the clustering of 

volatility commonly found in financial asset returns. The aim is to provide a theoretical 

foundation for the volatility clustering which has been documented in the econometric 

literature of ARCH and stochastic volatility models. The analysis builds on the notion 

that, while exogenously occurring events generate new information, investor activity 

ultimately determines how quickly information becomes incorporated into prices. In the 

model developed, a single investor obtains superior information about the implications of 

news events for an asset's value and is able to exploit his informational advantage over 

time by trading with a market maker. The model extends the market microstructure 

literature by allowing the trader to receive a flow of information through time and by 

making uncertain the length of time the trader's information remains private. Results 

show how an investor's trading behavior can influence the arrival of information into the 

market and cause above average volatility to cluster and persist, even when the arrival of 

events does not. A key finding is that, while the level of volatility is sensitive to the rate 

at which private information flows, its persistence is driven by the nature of the trader's 

uncertainty. 

The model and its extensions are tested in a computer laboratory setting with 

human subjects, which permits control of the underlying distributions of values and 

events. In testing the model's hypotheses experimentally, two underlying issues are 

addressed: whether trading will tend toward the theoretical dynamic equilibrium and 



whether agents' preferences are suitably modeled as risk neutral. Analysis of the 

experimental data reveals that market makers' pricing was more sensitive, informed 

trading was more cautious, and price volatility was higher than the risk neutral model 

predicts. Estimation of an alternative model specification reveals that behavior was 

consistent with risk aversion. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last decade, a substantial amount of empirical work has been devoted to 

analyzing temporal patterns of volatility in financial time series. Perhaps the most 

prominent feature of volatility that has received attention is the tendency for volatile 

periods to be temporally close to each other. This feature is commonly referred to as 

"volatility clustering" and is usually modeled by allowing variances to change through 

time as new information arrives at the market. Several empirical models have been 

proposed to capture this feature, including the ARCH model of Engle (1982) and the 

stochastic volatility models of Harvey (1992). As testimony to their usefulness, these 

models are being incorporated into the underlying assumptions of already established 

asset pricing and derivative models.' It is Interesting, however, that the existing body of 

theory does not have much to say about why these patterns in volatility occur. In 

particular, no structural basis for these models has been developed. Consequently, these 

models have evolved along a variety of diverging paths and no consensus has developed 

as to what constitutes an appropriate specification for the conditional variance. To take 

one step towards the development of an underlying behavioral model, this paper 

examines patterns in volatility resulting specifically from strategic trading in an uncertain 

setting. By explicitly modeling information flow and solving for the investor's optimal 

' See section 3.4 of Bollerslev, Chou and Kroner (1992) 
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reaction to this flow, we establish a link between investor behavior and the volatility 

clustering and persistence reported in the empirical finance literature. 

Information flows have been shown to be an important source of price volatility. 

As examples, corporate and macroeconomic announcements are linked with periods of 

above average return volatility, and the number of news releases is positively related to 

the magnitude of returns.^ Beginning with Clark (1973), many have modeled returns as 

being generated from a mixture of distributions in which the rate of information arrival is 

the stochastic mixing variable. Consequently, randomness in the rate of information flow 

translates into randomness in the conditional variance of returns. An appealing feature of 

this approach is that the resulting unconditional distribution can capture leptokurtic 

returns in the data while having a finite variance, unlike the stable family of distributions. 

Also, serially correlated volatility results when information arriving at the market is 

serially correlated.^ The questions asked here are: why should this serial correlation of 

information arrival occur, and what is the role of the investor in making this happen? 

It is useful to view the incorporation of information into prices as the culmination 

of two successive processes: events and investor activity. For the purposes here, an 

event is an exogenous source of information which signifies a change in an asset's value, 

and its magnitude is measured by how much in squared terms the value is expected to 

^ See Patel and Wolfson (1984), Ederington and Lee (1993) and Mitchell and Mulherin (1994) 

^ See Diebold (1986), Stock (1987, 1988), Lamoureux and Lastrapes (1990), and Galant, Hsieh, 

and Tauchen (1991). These empirical studies use volume as a proxy for information. Lamoureux 

and Lastrapes (1994) look at how to overcome problems from treating volume as an exogenous 
variable. 
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change. The natural process by which news events occur over time is clearly an 

important determinant of how patterns in information arrival develop. It is obvious, for 

example, why periods of political instability or policy shifts can cause extended periods 

of market turbulence. Prior to reaching the market, however, information must be 

collected, interpreted and utilized through trading by investors. It is argued in this paper 

that these investment activities, specifically the utilization of information, are also natural 

sources of patterns in volatility, even without serial correlation in news arrival. 

The model developed here centers on the behavior of a single informed trader. 

Highlighting the effect of strategic trading, it assumes all information is channeled 

through this informed trader before being publicly released.^ Before a public revelation, 

therefore, price movements reflect information released through this investor's trading 

activity. The extent to which prices fluctuate will depend upon the degree to which 

trading is perceived to be informed. Because the informed trader determines the rate at 

which information is injected into the market, his actions can cause patterns in price 

movements to differ qualitatively from patterns in the underlying stream of news. For 

instance, even if events persist and cluster naturally over time, a privately informed 

investor may find it advantageous to trade in a way that disseminates information evenly 

over time so that price volatility is constant.' On the other hand, an investor's trades and 

consequently price volatility may cluster and persist even when news events do not. This 

This ignores the effect of costly search and acquisition on the flow of information, an aspect of 
the information flow which also merits future study. 
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is not intended to suggest that investors necessarily behave independently of the way 

information is generated; to the contrary, it is shown below that the investor's trading 

strategy may be quite sensitive to the nature of private and public signals. 

The models developed in this study incorporate both the discrete and continuous 

time frameworks of Kyle (1985). In a market for a risky asset, traders discretely or 

continuously submit quantity orders which are batched and transacted through risk 

neutral, competitively-pricing market makers. As mentioned earlier, one of the traders, 

assumed to be risk neutral, is informed above all others because he understands the 

implications that events have for the asset's value. Matching Kyle's setup, the 'game' 

begins with the occurrence of an event, defining the initial information asymmetry, and 

ends with a public signal which eradicates the trader's information advantage. One can, 

however, consider this scenario to be a single stage of a repeated game.^ The asset's 

underlying value at any time t is the expected market price following the public signal, 

conditional upon all public and private information at The informed investor observes 

the underlying value and rationally anticipates the effect of his trades on prices; over time, 

therefore, he can strategically exploit any discrepancies between the asset's underlying 

value and its market price. The remaining investors are liquidity traders who have 

' It is easy to construct an example of this using the framework of Foster and Viswanathan 
(1990). 
^ This is possible because public signals are assumed to reveal all prior private information. If 

traders are sequentially rational, then current trading will have no strategic implications for 

trading in the game following a public signal. 

'  This is reasonable because, following the public signal, the market maker and the informed 

trader both share the same information and are both risk neutral. 
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perfectly inelastic demands and submit orders which are random and uncorrelated. The 

presence of liquidity or 'noise' traders prevents market makers from inverting the 

informed trader's strategy and inferring his information perfectly. At all times, the price 

equals the market maker's valuation for the asset conditional on current public 

information and information revealed from the order flow. Thus, by construction, the 

market is semistrong efficient; from the market maker's viewpoint, prices follow a 

martingale because each price change reflects unanticipated information from the order 

flow.® 

In Kyle's model the informed trader has a fixed trading horizon, defined by the 

known future date at which a public signal is to reveal his private information. In 

contrast, let us assume that the timing of the public signal is random, so that the informed 

investor is uncertain about the duration of his private information. Furthermore, 

following the initial development of the model. We allow for events to continue to occur 

beyond the start of the game. While events are observed publicly as they occur, only the 

informed trader observes the resulting innovations in the asset's value. Consequently, 

this trader receives a flow of private information, assumed to be a continuous stream of 

news which is small relative to the initial event as well as news from occasional large 

events. Thus, the underlying value changes during the trading horizon, (following a 

mixed diffusion and Poisson-directed process). To maintain simplicity, it is assumed that 

large events are sufficiently rare that two consecutive large events almost never occur 

® This is not so, however, conditional on the informed trader's information. 
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without a public signal. (Necessary conditions for equilibrium, nevertheless, are derived 

without this restriction.) The focus is on what happens around the occurrence of one of 

these events. 

In the fully developed model, the equilibrium trading and price paths are shown to 

have two phases. Prior to a large event, trading activity is stationary, with the informed 

trader's aggressiveness and the market maker's price sensitivity each constant over time. 

Consequently, during this phase, price volatility is constant. Furthermore, the informed 

trader is effectively non-strategic in the sense that he utilizes information at the same rate 

he receives it. Following the large event, however, volatility jumps discontinuously, and 

a transition phase ensues in which price volatility decays at an exponential rate 

corresponding to the arrival rate of the public signal. This contrasts with Kyle, where 

volatility remains constant, and stems from the informed trader's uncertainty about the 

length of the trading horizon. The transition leads back to the stationary phase which is 

achieved in finite time, either before or as a result of the public signal. The stationary 

phase continues until the next large event occurs, causing price volatility to jump 

discontinuously followed by another transition phase, and so forth. Comparative statics 

show how persistence of volatility during the transition phase is affected by the way 

private and public signals are generated. 

In relation to the results obtained here, Kyle's (1985) equilibrium represents an 

extreme case, in the sense that volatility persists perfectly (remains constant) at the level 

brought upon by the large event. Since Kyle's informed trader is free from competition 

and certain of his trading horizon, he can distribute his orders "evenly" over the trading 
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horizon, and volatility never dampens prior to the public signal. At the other extreme, 

Holden and Subrahmanyam (1992) show how easily strategic trading breaks down when 

multiple traders receive the same private signal. With as few as two traders, competition 

becomes so fierce over this common information resource that prices are driven to reflect 

the underlying value immediately. Volatility persistence is zero. It is reasonable to 

expect, however, that if agents' signals are not perfect substitutes or, alternatively, if 

agents do not become informed simultaneously, an intermediate case would obtain. 

This paper captures the idea of the latter alternative. Uncertain of his trading 

horizon, the informed trader can be thought of as the first of several potentially informed 

traders to receive a private signal but unsure about the length of time before his 

competitors receive his signal. This setting incorporates, implicitly, the way in which a 

trader who has uncovered information early would prefer to capitalize on it quickly 

enough to beat his competition, but not so quickly that he tips off to the market about his 

information. Below, the trader's dynamic programming problem is likened to a simple 

resource extraction problem in which the informed trader must decide how to utilize his 

stock of private information over the time. There is an inherent tradeoff in that the more 

aggressively the insider trades, the greater his current profit flow, but the faster the market 

infers his signal and the faster his stock of information is depleted. With the presence of 

risk, for a given expected time horizon, the trader prefers to utilize information more 

quickly early on in trading, and this causes volatility to start high and decay 

exponentially. Not surprisingly, the time period of above normal volatility is inversely 

related to the expected length of the trading horizon. 
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The idea of future events which generate additional private signals has been 

looked at in the Kyle setting by Foster and Viswanathan (1990). Their model was one of 

continuous daily trading throughout the week with private and partially revealing public 

signals occurring at the end of each day. There, it was seen how larger amounts of private 

information accumulated over the weekend caused the informed trader to utilize 

information at a greater rate and bring about higher price volatility on Mondays. In this 

context, patterns in the flow of information dictated patterns in volatility in a way that 

was robust to strategic behavior. 

The focus here differs from Foster and Viswanathan in that we control for 

regularly occurring patterns in the news process in order to isolate patterns that arise from 

strategic behavior. Information arrives continuously and, to a small extent, randomly 

because the timing of large events is uncertain. In terms of the analogous resource 

extraction problem, new information has the expected effect of increasing the trader's 

stock of private information, in this case, usually by small amounts and occasionally by 

large amounts. It is worth noting that while this mixture of distributions for the news 

process is suggestive of returns having thick tails, no persistence or clustering over time 

has been presupposed. Consequently, we can examine how strategic trading alone causes 

volatility to cluster around large events and are able to characterize the effect of changes 

in the rate at which information regularly flows. 

The body of this dissertation is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, the Kyle 

(1985) methodology and notation is reviewed with the single period model. In Chapter 3, 

the model is generalized to N-periods, analogously to Kyle (1985), but with an uncertain 
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horizon. The limiting continuous time game is developed in Chapter 4. In the continuous 

time framework, solutions take a simpler form facilitating an intuitive understanding of 

the effect of strategic interplay on market dynamics. The informed trader's and market 

maker's problems are formed, and the equivalence to a resource extraction problem is 

made explicit. The equilibrium is derived, explained, and compared to Kyle. Chapter 5 is 

a technical section which ties together the discrete and continuous time models of 

Chapters 3 and 4 by proving that the equilibrium of the limiting continuous time game 

and limiting (as the trading intervals diminish) equilibrium of the discrete time game are 

the same. Chapter 6 allows new private signals to occur over the trading horizon. An 

implicit solution to the equilibrium is characterized and is compared to that of Chapter 4. 

Subsequently, in Chapter 7, two further extensions are discussed heuristically: first, the 

the effect of removing the limitation that only a single event can occur between two 

public signals; and second, the effect of events which are not publicly observable. The 

first extension has only a slight qualitative effect on the results, but provides for a truly 

stochastic time path of volatility. In the second extension to the model, the market maker 

must infer whether an event has occurred as well as its implications to the asset's value. 

It is argued that this will bring about an interesting contrast in terms of the shape of the 

volatility path and further clarifies the effect of the environment on patterns in volatility 

when trading is strategic. Chapter 8 reports on and analyzes new experiments which test 

the behavioral implications of the model. Results are consistent with a frequent theme in 

the experimental literature that risk aversion plays a significant role in the formation of 

strategies in auction type environments. 
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2. KYLE'S SINGLE-PERIOD MODEL 

A review of the static version of Kyle's 1985 model provides an introduction to 

the modeling concepts utilized in this study. The model's simplicity and flexibility 

makes it a useful point of departure. We begin by assuming that a risky asset to be traded 

has an ex post payoff of v. It is public information that this value is drawn according to 

(2.1) v-Nip^Lo). 

Because the major players are assumed risk neutral, we can consider po, the ex ante 

expectation of v, to be the market valuation of the risky asset prior to trading. There is a 

single investor, the informed trader, who observes and is privy to v prior to trading. The 

variance, Zg, measures the extent of the information asymmetry. In Kyle's static model, 

this trader has the opportunity to exploit his informational advantage with a single trade, a 

market order (i.e. a quantity order) x, placed through a competitive market maker. A 

positive (negative) value indicates a buy (sell) order. The market maker observes the sum 

of all market orders y, which includes the informed order plus aggregate liquidity orders, 

z. Conditional on y, the market maker determines a price, pi, at which he will clear the 

entire order, selling from (buying for) his own inventories when y is positive (negative). 

That is, 

(2.2) p , = P { y ) ,  y  =  x  +  z  

The aggregate liquidity order (z) is exogenous and random. It is common knowledge thai 

this order is independent of v, and is distributed according to 
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(2.3) z-A^(0,(T^). 

That the expectation of z equals zero indicates that liquidity orders are equally likely buy 

or sell on net, while <7^, the expected squared order size, measures the extent of liquidity 

trading. The informed trader is assumed to be risk neutral and seeks to maximize 

expected profit given a rational understanding of the pricing rule and the distribution 

generating liquidity trades. His objective function is given by 

(2 4) 
s.t. p, = P{x + z) 

Let X ( v )  denote the solution to (2.4). Simultaneously, the market maker chooses Piy). 

Perfect competition among market makers ensures that the pricing rule is fair. That is, 

(2.5) p, = E[v|y] , 

where the market maker's expectation rationally takes into account the informed trader's 

strategy, X(v). The market maker, therefore, expects to yield zero profit. 

An equilibrium is defined to be an X ( v )  and P ( y )  which simultaneously satisfy 

conditions (2.4) and (2.5). Kyle (1985) shows that there exists an equilibrium in which 

strategies are linear, as stated in the following proposition. 

Proposition 1: Assume behavior of the informed trader and market maker are governed 
by conditions (2.4) and (2.5). Then an equilibrium exists in which strategies are linear. 
Equilibrium is given by 

(2.6) X { v }  =  P { v - p „ )  

(2.7) P { y ) = p ,  +  ̂ x + z )  

where 
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(2.8) /i = J^. 
V ^0 

(2.9) A = 
2^|cTl 

Interpretation of the behavioral equations is straightforward. Since P is positive, the 

informed trader buys (sells) in proportion to the amount by which the market has under 

(over) valued the risky asset. As a rational response to this, the market maker requires a 

markup (discount) for trades that require him to hold positive (negative) inventories, 

being that buy (sell) orders signal that the asset was initially under (over) valued. 

The proof of Proposition 1 starts by showing that a linear trading strategy and a 

linear pricing rule are mutual best responses. The problem reduces to two best response 

equations with two unknown parameters (j3. A), which yield (2.8) and (2.9). Following 

the proof, properties of the equilibrium are discussed. 

Proof: 

Begin with the assertion that the market maker prices linearly. That is, 

(2.10) P { y ) =  p ^ - \ - X { x  +  z ) .  

Then the informed trader's problem becomes 

(2  11)  
s.t. A =Po + X{x + z) 

Inserting the constraint into the objective function yields the following quadratic 

objective: 
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(2.12) max ^£[;r|v]= £j(v- Po);r- Ax^ - Axz | vj = (v- P(j)jc- Ajc" 

where the assumption that E(z)=0 eliminates the last term. Profit is maximized when 

(2.13) X{v) = ̂ {v-p„) = p{v-po), 

where 

(2.14) ^ = ̂  

Plugging X(v) back into the objective function yields an expected profit function of 

(2.15) 
4A 

which will be useful for setting up the recursive dynamic programming problem in the 

next chapter. 

Thus, given a pricing rule which is a linear function of the market order, the 

informed trader optimally plays a strategy which is linear in his information, v-po- Notice 

that an anticipated increase in A, interpreted as the cost of trading, induces the informed 

investor to trade less aggressively. 

Conversely, suppose that the informed trader employs the proposed linear 

strategy. Then the competitive pricing rule is given by 

(2.16) P ^ =  E[ v \ y ] =  E [ V \ I 5 { V - P O )  +  Z ]  

Recall from (2.1) and (2.3) that v and z are uncorrelated and normally distributed. Being 

a linear combination of normals, y is also normal, its distribution given by 
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(2.17) y~ N{o,l3''Lo+(yl) . 

The value (v) and the total market order Cv) are therefore bivariate normal and are 

positively correlated provided that p is positive. In particular, 

A convenient property of the bivariate normal distribution is that the expectation of v 

conditional upon y is linear. Specifically, 

Hence, the market maker's efficient response is a linear strategy. 

The appealing simplicity of Kyle's equilibrium was seen to derive from the 

assumption that v and z are each normally distributed. Provided that the informed trader's 

order x is linear in v, then, given v and z are normally distributed, the total market order, y 

= X + z, will be a linear combination of normals, implying that it will be normally 

distributed as well, y is said to provide a noisy signal of v. That v and y are bivariate 

normal guarantees that the competitive pricing rule - the expectation of the asset's value 

V conditional upon the market order y - will be a linear function of the market order. On 

the other hand, it was seen that a linear pricing rule implied that the informed trader's 

(2.18) c o w { v , y )  = c o v { v , P { v - P o )  +  z )  =  p L o  

=  P o + ^ y  

where 
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profit was a quadratic function of his order, which in turn guaranteed that his optimal 

order, X(v), would be linear in v. 

The explicit solutions to (5 and A follow from solving simultaneously the two best 

response functions, given by 

(2.20 = ̂  

(2-22) . 
P ^ 0 + ^ z  

2.1 Interpretation 

It was noted above that the trader's best response, (3, is decreasing in A, the 

intuition being that a less attractive pricing rule constrains the trader's ability to trade 

aggressively. One might expect, meanwhile, the market maker's pricing sensitivity. A, to 

be an increasing function of P, since more aggressive trading conveys more information 

about V. Evaluated at the equilibrium level of j3, however, dX/dji = 0, reflecting the 

impact of a second opposing factor. The expression for A is the product of the following 

two terms: 

(2.23) 

The first term equals the proportion of trading variance that is informative; it is an 

increasing function of /3, reflecting the hypothesized intuition. (Its complement is the 

proportion of noise, arising from the liquidity order.) The second term is a re-scaling 

factor, decreasing in which controls for trade size (variance). 
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The solution to the best response function yields 

(2.24) A = -1 IK 
2^ ay 

as asserted in Proposition 1. This indicates that, in equilibrium, the informed investor 

trades more aggressively the more noise trading camouflouges his activity. On the other 

hand, the market maker prices more sensitively the greater the information asymmetry. 

Key by-products of the strategic interplay between the informed trader and the 

market maker, the focus of later modeling efforts, are the equilibrium properties of the 

asset price. We are interested in the price variance and pricing efficiency (measured by 

the expected squared pricing error). From the pricing rule, we have 

using (2.16), the derived distribution of y. This says that, ceteris paribus, the direction of 

price movements cannot be predicted on the basis of public information. In other words, 

prior to trading, the trader's private information is equally likely good/bad news. 

Furthermore, the following disequilibrium effects hold: increases in any one of the 

distributional or behavioral parameters - price sensitivity, trading aggressiveness, the 

extent of the informational asymmetry, or the extent of trading noise - by itself, increa.ses 

price volatility (variance). In equilibrium, on the other hand, (evaluating at the 

equilibrium solutions to A and /J), one obtains 

(2.25) Ap = Ay - ;v(o, 

(2.26) 
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This says that, in equilibrium, price volatility is increasing in the information asymmetry 

but is independent of the degree of liquidity trading. The reason for the absence of the 

liquidity trading parameter is that 'noise' contributed by informationless liquidity orders -

through its equilibrium effect on A - induces the informed trader to trade more 

aggressively. These two effects offset; that is, with an increase in liquidity trading, ^ 

increases sufficiently to leave 

the information content of the total order, unchanged. Because price movements reflect 

the amount of information inferred from the market order, equilibrium price volatility is 

unaffected by the level of noise trading. 

What is the effect of trading on price efficiency? It can be shown that the 

equilibrium pricing error is distributed as 

In words, the expected squared pricing error is .5Io implying that market makers are able 

to infer half of the private information initially held by the informed investor. As before, 

this amount is independent of the degree of liquidity trading. A policy implication, as 

pointed out by Kyle, is that regulators need not view as a threat to market efficiency the 

entry of uninformed speculators; these noise traders stimulate the entry of well informed 

traders. 

(2.28) 
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2.2 Refraining the trader's problem 

The trader's problem can be framed as the familiar monopolist producer problem. 

To see this, consider the case where the risky asset is overvalued, ex ante; that is, po > v. 

In this case, provided that X. > 0, the monopolist profits by selling the risky asset, since 

initially the value of a unit sold is greater than the opportunity cost of v. Each unit sold 

(the number indicated by -jc), however, moves the terms of trade down the market 

maker's demand curve, at a slope of -A,, eroding his profit margin. (See Figure 2.1.) 

Equating marginal revenue to marginal cost yields the trader's solution, x = iv-p)/2X. 

Notice that on average the price settles at the midpoint between po and v. 

In later chapters, it will be convenient to recast the trader's problem alternatively 

as a non-renewable resource problem, in which the squared pricing error is interpreted as 

an information resource. 
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Eiprice) 

MC 

units sold (-x) 

Figure 2.1 The Monopolist Trader's Problem 

2.3 Summary 

The following insights were derived from the single period Kyle model. At the 

most basic level, the trader is seen to buy in proportion to the amount by which the risky 

asset is undervalued or sell in proportion to the amount by which the risky asset is 

overvalued. The factor of proportionality (p) - referred to as the trader's aggressiveness -

is inversely related to the degree (A) to which orders affect the transaction price. 

Simultaneously, this price sensitivity (A) responds positively to the degree of the 

information asymmetry (Z) and in some sense positively to trading aggressiveness (see 

explanation surrounding (2.23)). 
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By construction, the price follows a random walk. That is, unconditional upon v, 

PrPo has an expected value of zero. This follows from the assumption that market 

makers rationally infer all information from market order flow and price competitively. 

Price efficiency and volatility depend on the amount of information market makers are 

able to infer from trading, a function of the informational asymmetry and informed 

trading aggressiveness. It was seen that an anticipated increase in liquidity trading, 

ceteris paribus, inhibits the market maker from inferring the information content of 

trading, lowering the cost of trading. Informed trading becomes more profitable, 

inducing the informed investor to trade more aggressively. As a result, price efficiency 

and volatility are unaffected, because the effects of increased informed trading and 

increased liquidity trading exactly offset. 
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3. THE DYNAMIC MODEL 

In this chapter, the one-shot model is generalized to an N-period discrete time 

model with an uncertain trading horizon. As in Kyle (1985), the equilibrium derived is 

recursive. Hence, much of the intuition that is possible from the dynamic discrete time 

model can be gained from a simpler 2-period model. Following the derivation and 

interpretation of the two-period model results, the N-period results are stated and derived. 

This serves two purposes. First, it provides the blueprint for later generalizations and 

modifications to the model which ultimately allow for a better understanding of price 

dynamics. Second, it permits us to show that the solution to the continuous time model 

of Chapter 4 is indeed the limit of the discrete time model as the number of trading 

opportunities becomes large. 

3.1 Building the Recursion: A Two-Period Model 

To lead into our treatment of how trading uncertainty in a dynamic environment 

impacts strategy and price volatility, we start by appending a second period to the static 

version of the Kyle model. To facilitate a comparison with the single-period model, a 

simpler notational scheme is used than that which is necessary for the A/-period model. 

The cost of doing this is that there will be some notational adjustments needed in the 

generalization to N periods. 

Assume that, with probability p, the trader has the opportunity to place an 

additional order. Specifically, the two period model proceeds as shown in Table 3.1: 
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Table 3.1 Two-Period Game Specification 

• Risky asset end-of-game payoff v drawn from N(j>o. 2o) 

• Informed trader observes v. 

Period I 
• Informed trader and liquidity traders simultaneously submit orders of jc,, zi-
• Market maker observes yi = xi + zr, establishes per unit price p, = Pi(yi). 

• With probability p, game continues 

Period 2 
• Informed trader and liquidity traders simultaneously submit orders of xj, Z2-
• Market maker observes >*2 = ^:2 + zj; establishes per unit price p2= Pziyi.yi)-

As in the single period model, prices are driven by competition among market makers to 

equal the expected asset value conditional upon all observed market orders. That is, 

(3.1) /), = and p, = £[v|y,,>'2] 

Notice that pricing in the second period takes into account market orders placed in both 

periods 1 and 2. Provided that the second period occurs, the informed trader's profits can 

be computed as 

(3.2) K= 
n=\ 

Liquidity orders for periods 1 and 2 are independently drawn, as before, from 

(3.3) ~A/(0,ct,') « = 1,2 

In Chapter 3.2 it will be shown, more generally, that for an A^-period version of the model, 

an equilibrium exists in which the informed trader and market maker employ linear 

strategies in each period. Working through the trader's and market maker's problems for 
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the two-period case will permit a simple illustration of the recursion that unfolds and 

facilitates an understanding of the intuition developed in the chapters that follow. 

3.11 The trader's problem 

When choosing the first period's market order, the rational informed trader will 

consider the pricing schedules for both periods. Assume that the trader anticipates a 

recursive linear pricing rule. That is, 

(3.4) + X ^ { x „ + z „ )  n  =  1,2 

The second period, consequently, plays out exactly as the single period for the informed 

trader. Using the profit function derived for the single period model, the dynamic 

programming problem for the trader is 

max ^ £[(v - /?, )j:| ]+ pE Z'' ̂  
(3.5) ' 

s.t. / ? ,  = / 7 o  + A , ( x ,  + z , )  

which, when plugging in the constraint, rearranges to 

(3.6) max + -2A|(v-/7o)x, + + A^crJ 

using E(z/) = 0 and E(z/^) = Increased noise trading is seen from the last term to 

improve his profits; it has the effect of causing pi to stray further from v, making the 

second period more profitable. Notice, however, that <T:"does not interact with xi and 

thus does not enter into the informed trader's decision. Collecting terms yields a 

quadratic expression in x/, the solution being 
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(3.7) X,(v) = 

Substituting (3.7) back into the objective function yields a profit function of 

2̂ J  ̂

(3.8) £[;r„„] = p^(T|A/ + ^ -{v-Po)\ 

which, like the profit function of the one-period model is a linear function of the squared 

pricing error. The second period strategy, as in the single period model, is 

The term in square brackets in (3.7) marks the departure from the result for the single shot 

model, as shown in (3.9). Provided this term is positive (which is necessary for 

equilibrium), it is easy to see that the informed investor trades less aggressively - as a 

function of the current period's cost of trading - in the first period. A small increase in 

trading aggressiveness in the first period serves to narrow the gap between the price and 

asset's value, thereby diminishing profitability in the second period. It is intuitive and 

straightforward to show as well that trading aggressiveness in the first period is a 

decreasing function of p, the likelihood of a second opportunity to trade. The risk of the 

game ending causes the trader to discount second period profits by a factor of p. For 

equilibrium effects, we must take into account adjustments to the market maker's pricing 

rule. This is left for later. 

(3.9) Ar,(v) = ̂ ^^j^=3.(v-P,) 
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It is interesting to look at how the informed trader's strategy depends on the 

relative magnitudes of A/ and A2. Graphed in the Figure 3.1 is the informed trader's first 

period relative aggressiveness, P1/P2, as a function of the relative price sensitivity in the 

second period, A2/A/ for the case where p = 1. 

5 
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2 

1 

0 
0.2 0.6 0.8 

1 

2 

•3 

•4 

5 

Iambda2/lambda1 

Figure 3.1 Impact of Second Period Pricing on First Period Trading Aggressiveness 

First, for A2/A/ < V*, the function is undefined since the trader's profit function is 

unbounded. Where Aj/A/ > VA, the trader's first period aggressiveness is an increasing 

function of the relative cost of trading in period 2. Intuitively, the investor's trading 

activity tends toward the period in which trading is relatively less costly. Notice that, for 
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A2/A/ < '/2, Pilp2, will be negative. If pricing sensitivity is sufficiently low in the second 

period, the trader has the incentive to destabilize the price by submitting misleading 

trades in the first period, selling when the asset is undervalued or buying when the asset is 

overvalued. When X2 is relatively small, this is a profitable strategy; the trader more than 

recoups losses from investing on the 'wrong side of the market' in the first period by 

gains from exploiting a large pricing error with better terms of trade in the second period. 

Such a case cannot occur in equilibrium, however, because it requires the market maker 

to misinterpret the trader's strategy. If in any period P is negative, then efficient pricing 

requires that A be negative. But A < 0 allows the trader to achieve unbounded profits. 

3.12 The market maker's problem 

Recall that competition forces the market maker to price fairly. That is, 

(3.10) /?, = Efi'h] and ,^3] . 

Because profits must be nonpositive in each period, dynamic strategies are impossible for 

the market maker to implement. This simplifies the calculation of the market maker's 

strategy, because informed trading activity in future periods is irrelevant. Consequently, 

in the first period, given that the informed trader employs a linear strategy, the pricing 

rule is identical to that of the single period game: 

(3.11) Pi =£[v|>',]=Po + A.y, where A, = , 
Pi 2<o 

A second property of the bivariate normal distribution implies that the conditional 

variance of v is independent of the conditioning variable, y. Specifically, 
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(3.12) I, = var[v|>., ] = (I - A, )Z. = I, -

(Recall that in the single period equilibrium, X/ = 2o- -5 2o-) Equation (3.12) indicates 

that the trader's information advantage - the expected squared pricing error - depreciates 

by the proportion of trading variance that is informative. Furthermore, it can be shown 

that the distribution of v conditional on yi is Normal. That is, 

(3.13) v|>., 

Thus, just prior to period 2, the state of the system is isomorphic to that before period 1. 

Given that the informed trader's strategy in period 2 is linear, calculation of the pricing 

rule once again is the same. 

(3.14) P2=E[v\yt,y2]=Pt+^2y2 where A, = ' , 

(3.15) Z, =var[v|:,.,,>.,] = (l-/3,A,)I, =Z, - „ , £, 

In the sense that the depreciation of the information asymmetry does not depend on the 

realized size of the market order, the behavior of the system is non-stochastic. Although 

realized prices and market orders in each period will be functions of the stochastic 

liquidity orders (z„), the strategic parameters (j3, A) and the measure of price efficiency 

(i;),) are deterministic. Thus, the time path of these variables can be mapped out ex ante. 

Unfortunately, solving the system for /3/, ^2, A/, A2, Zi, does not yield a simple direct 

analytical solution. In the next chapter, the recursive solution is provided. A clear 

intuition is possible in Chapter 4, where we examine the limiting continuous time game. 
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3.13 Summary 

From the analysis of the two-period model, two basic points came forth. The first 

concerns the effect of dynamic considerations on strategic trading. Given an additional 

period to trade, the informed investor becomes less aggressive as a function of the cost of 

trading in the first period. This conserves some of his/her informational advantage for the 

second period. Since profits in each period are quadratic functions of the informational 

advantage, it pays to exploit this advantage over the course of two periods rather than 

one. It is seen, however, that the informed trader seeks to trade more actively in periods 

in which the cost of trading is relatively smaller. If the cost of trading in period 2 is small 

relative to that of period I, the trader is induced to reverse his strategy in period 1 in order 

to widen the pricing error in anticipation of more than recouping his losses in the second 

period. In fact, if X2 is sufficiently small relative to A/, the trader can achieve unbounded 

profits through this dynamic type of arbitrage. Characterizing the restrictions on market-

making behavior that prevent the trader from this type of arbitrage behavior will be a 

useful method of describing the necessary conditions for equilibrium of the continuous 

time model in Chapter 4. 

From the modeler's perspective, the elegance of the model is that, in each period, 

the state of the system is characterized /?„, L„, the conditional first and second moments of 

the asset's value. As will be explored further, the dynamics of price volatility are 

captured entirely by the dynamics of Ln-
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3.2 Generalizing to N Periods 

We complete this chapter by generalizing the model to N periods. Assume, more 

generally, that the informed trader has N opportunities to trade over a finite horizon of 

length T. Assume trading takes place over equally spaced time intervals of length At, 

defined as 

(3.16) M = — 
N 

The arrival of a revealing, 'game ending' public signal is generated by a Poisson process 

of rate r and is observed between periods. The conditional probability that the public 

signal does not occur, following any period, is therefore 

(3.17) p = 

Changing the notation slightly, let Xn represent the informed trader's accumulated 

holdings of the risky asset at the end of period n. The trader's change in holdings, Ax„, 

therefore indicates the trader's market order at n. Liquidity orders are assumed to 

accumulate according to a Brownian motion process, with instantaneous variance (J~'. 

Thus, liquidity orders are normally distributed, with 

(3.18) Az,~N(0,alAt). 

We now state and prove that an equilibrium with linear strategies exists. 

Proposition 2: Assume there are N trading periods. Then an equilibrium exists in which 
strategies are linear for each period n. The recursive solution is given by: 

(3.19) A x „ = p „ { v - p ^ _ , ) A t ,  

(3.20) +A„(Ar„+AzJ 
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where 

(3.20) a„ , = ——! — 
4 A „ ( 1 - p a  A )  

(3.21) <5,., =p(5„+a„AXA0 

^  ( l - 2 p a „ A „ )  
(3.22) P„At= \  ,  \ \  

2A.(1-pa A) 

B E 
(3.23) A„ = 

+ a ,  

(3.24) Z„=(l-i3„A„A0l„., 

Generalizing to an N-period game does not affect the nature of the equilibrium. Market 

orders in each period are proportional to the ex ante pricing error, and prices in each 

period are 'marked up' proportionally to the size of the total orders. The expressions for 

a and 5 parameterize the informed trader's profit function, as will be seen in the proof. 

Notice that the expressions for A,, and Z„ remain of the same form as those in the single 

period model. 

Proof 

The trader's profit function for the single and two-period models were linear 

functions of the mean squared ex ante pricing error. We assert that this will hold true for 

the A'-period case, as well. In verifying this, the recursion stated above becomes apparent. 

In particular, assume: 

(3.25) = n = l . 2  N .  

where ;r„jv represents profits earned by the informed trader for the subgame starting at 

period n. A generalization to (3.5), the trader's problem is 
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(J.26) 
s-t. P„ =p„., +A„(Ax, +Az„) 

Eliminating the constraint yields 

(3.27) E[K^ ^ ] = (v - Pn-\ )^n - n + «n " Pn )' ' 

Taking expectations yields: 

P n f ]  =  E{{V - P„-, -
(3.28) 

=  { v -  P n - t  f  -  2 A „ ( v  -  / 7 „ . ,  ) A x „  +  A ' „ A r ;  +  A ' „ a ^ A /  

which implies, 

4'^„.A/] = (^-;'n-l)^„ -^n^n -2pa„A„(v-p„.,)Ax„ +  p a X ^ n  

(3 29) ~ 
= (1 - 2pa„A„ )(v - p„_, )Ar„ - A„(l - pa„X„)Axl 

+pa„ (v - p„_,)' + p{S„ + A>^Ar) 

which is quadratic in Ax. The solution is 

(3.30) A x . = f i . ( v - p , _ , ) A l  

where 

(3.31) P , A .^±ZIP2^ 
2 A „ ( l - p a „ A j  

verifying equation (3.22). Substituting this solution back into the objective function 

yields a maximized profit function of 
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= 5„., +a„.,(v-p„_,)' 

This verifies (3.20) and (3.21). Equations (3.23) and (3.24) follow from the same 

arguments used in the analysis of the two period model in Chapter 3.1. 

This solution will be revisited following the characterization of the continuous 

time equilibrium. There it will be shown that the recursive discrete time game solution 

converges in the limit to the solution of the continuous time game. 
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4. THE CONTINUOUS TIME MODEL: UNCERTAIN HORIZON 

In this chapter we explore the model in its continuous time form. The advantage 

of the continuous time model is that it permits a direct analytical solution and ease of 

interpretation. For this reason, greater attention is paid to motivation and interpretation 

along the way. To keep this chapter self contained, we revisit the model's assumptions as 

the continuous time setting is developed. 

As mentioned above, there are three types of traders: a risk neutral market maker 

who sets prices competitively, buying and selling for his own account to clear the market, 

a risk neutral trader who has private information about the value of the risky asset, and 

liquidity (noise) traders who trade at the market price whenever they face random 

liquidity shocks. The game analyzed covers the duration of the informed trader's 

informational advantage, beginning with a private signal and ending with a revealing 

public signal. 

Let V, be the risky asset's expected ex post payoff conditional on all public and 

private information prior to t. Specifically, it is the price at which the informed trader 

expects he can liquidate his position following the public signal. At time zero, 

(4.1) vo = po + So , 

where 

(4.2) Co ~ ^(0,2) 

and is observed privately by the informed trader. Assume that a publicly observed event 

has occurred at time zero, but that, initially, some of its implications for the asset's value 
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(which are embodied in £o) are only privately understood. The time interval between this 

event and the public revelation of £o defines the window of opportunity for the informed 

trader to exploit his informational advantage. The market maker's understanding of the 

event consists of the distribution of Z, the expected squared pricing error, measures 

the informed trader's initial informational advantage. Since, in this chapter, it is assumed 

that no additional events occur prior to the public signal, v, = VQ over this time horizon. 

Let X/and z, denote the informed and aggregate noise traders' holdings, 

respectively, of the risky asset at time t. Trades are placed as quantity orders at the 

beginning of each instant, and are denoted by dx, and dzi. Liquidity shocks cause noise 

traders' desired holdings to follow a Brownian motion process, with instantaneous orders 

at each t given by 

( 4 . 3 )  d z , ~ N ( 0 , a ] d t ) .  

As is developed below, the informed trader chooses each instantaneous order dx, as the 

solution to a dynamic programming problem subject to the anticipated market maker's 

pricing strategy. 

At the end of each r, the market maker observes the net order flow, dy, = dx, + dz,, 

but is unable to observe informed or uninformed orders separately. Each dy,, therefore, 

provides a noisy signal of the dx,. Through a rational understanding of the correlation 

between dx, and v,, the market maker improves his estimate of the underlying value over 

the course of trading. There is the implicit assumption that there are a number of market 

makers who bid competitively for trades, driving the price to its conditional expected 
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value. That Is, conditional on previous public information Q, and the current market 

order, the market maker's price satisfies 

(4-4) p,^j, = E[v,\dy, ,n,] with = {Q,,} 

Thus, prior to the public signal, price movements reflect changes in the market maker's 

expectations based on information revealed through the order flow. Because the market 

maker's expectations are rational, conditional on public information, all price changes are 

mean zero and serially uncorrected. 

The timing of the public signal is uncertain. While a public signal that reveals Eo 

is "scheduled" to be released at a known time T, there is the possibility of an early 

release. In particular, prior to T, over any small time interval of length dt, there is the 

independent probability r dt (r > 0) of this release.'' Following the signal, the market 

maker sets the price equal to v,. We seek to characterize the equilibrium price path 

between the time of the event and the public signal. 

Proposition 3: Assume that following an event at t=0, for each small trading interval of 
length dt prior to T, the probability of a revealing public signal is r dt. Then there exists 
an equilibrium in linear strategies of the form: 

(4.5) dx, = ^, (v - p, )dt, 

(4.6) dp, = X,{dx,+dz,) 

where A, must satisfy 

(4.7) A, =V"-

' T turns out to be a nuisance parameter and is more conveniently assumed to be infinite. It is 

useful to allow for T to be finite, however, for the purpose verifying that Kyle's results are 
obtained when r = 0. 
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Remark: The necessary condition for A, ultimately implies that volatility decays 
exponentially. 

Explicit solutions are left for the next proposition. We verify (4.7) by working 

through the informed trader's problem assuming the market maker employs a pricing rule 

linear in the net market order. Exactly as with the discrete time model, a linear pricing 

rule is shown to be consistent with the linear trading (4.5). Accordingly, at each 

t e [ 0 , T ) ,  

(4.8) d p , =  X , { ' ^ , + d z , ) ,  

where A, is a price sensitivity parameter. In the literature, M X ,  is referred to as market 

depth, because it indicates the order size which induces a unit change in the price. The 

model is transformed into that of a resource extraction problem, where the resource is the 

trader's informational advantage.'" As in the continuous time version of Kyle (1985), it is 

shown that the informed trader's problem yields either no solution or an infinity of 

solutions. When a solution exists, the informed trader plans to exhaust his stock of 

private information smoothly but completely before T. He is indifferent, however, over 

the infinite number of ways he can accomplish this. Of these solutions, only the class of 

strategies for dx, which are linear in (v, - p,) induce the market maker to employ a linear 

pricing rule, implying that linear strategies, as given by Proposition 3, are mutually 

Because the informed trader is assumed to be risk neutral, the objective function expressed in 

this way can be solved as a deterministic optimal control problem. We u.sed the dynamic 
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compatible. We solve for and interpret the unique linear strategy equilibrium and then 

compare its properties to those of Kyle (1985). 

4.1 The informed trader's problem 

It will be convenient to work with g ,  =  v ,  -  p , ,  the gain from a unit purchased at 

p,, since there is no importance to the levels of these variables. Hence, g,^ is the squared 

pricing error, the informed trader's information advantage at t. With rfv, assumed to be 

zero (this is relaxed in Chapter 5), we have 

(4.9) dg, = -dp, = - A, {dx, +dz,). 

The informed trader's profit flows from t to t+dt are given by 

(4.10) d n , =  (v, - p , -  d p ,  ) d x ,  =  (g, + dg, )dx, 

so that, conditional on the informed trader's information, /,= { g „  d x , } ,  

(4.11) E[dK\l,\= g,dx,-l,{dx,'f 

Anticipating that x, will be smooth, looking forward a short time, the second term on the 

right hand side of (4.11) is of higher order than dt and is ignored." With a probability 

r dt of an early public signal, the informed trader will discount tomorrow's profits by 

{\-r dt), the probability a revelation does not occur. The trader's objective at each t is; 

(4.12) F { g , , t ) =  max^ ^ g , d x ,  + { l - r - d t ) E [ F [ g „ „ , t  +  d t ) \ I , ] }  

programming approach, however, since it will be needed when the model is again made 

stochastic to allow for randomly occurring rare events. 

" While the trader's effect on the price is of order the resulting impact on current profits is of 
order dt^. 
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s.t. dg,=-X,{dx, + dz,) 

Following Kyle, suppose, at each t, the trader believes the value function conditional 

upon no public revelation prior to r is a linear function of his information advantage. 

That is, 

(4.13) F { g , j )  =  a , g f + d ,  ,  ar =  5r =  0 

While a, is the marginal value of an additional unit of information, 6, will be seen to 

represent the value of 'misinformation' created by noise traders' orders. We can express 

the profit flow in (4.12) as a function of the flow of this information advantage by taking 

expectations of the constraint and plugging into the objective function: 

E [ d g , \ l , ]  =  - X , d x ,  

(4.14) «A, = k.] = -

where 

(4.15) Z, = £[g:|/,],5>f 

is the expected value of the trader's information advantage.'^ What this indicates is how 

the trader's market order, dx,, translates into an expected change, dl.^, in his 

informational advantage. That is, given a rational understanding of A„ the informed 

=  s h j ,  - g f  = { g , + ^ 8 , ) '  -  g ' i  =  ~ 2 g , d g ,  +  { d g ,  )̂  => E\dg^ |/,] = -2g,E [ d g ,  | / , ]  +  

since E { d g , f \ l ,  =  £  -  2 X ] d x , d z ,  + ^ ' , { d z , y \ l ,  with the first term being of higher order and 

the second term being mean zero. 
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investor can anticipate the average impact of any sized maricet order on the market price 

and, hence, the squared pricing error. To avoid confusion later, when Z, is allowed to 

change for additional reasons, we replace - dL, with the term Utdt, where u, represents 

the rate at which information is utilized during trading. Thus, 

(4.16) g,djc, = + X]o\dt), 

where 

(4.17) u , d t = - d L ,  

The rate, u,, can be of either sign but is constrained to be such that u,dt < Z,. That is, 

utilization is bounded by the available stock of information. The term X]<jldt captures 

the immediate effect of noise trading. Finally, represents the "price" of a unit flow 

of information, and is proportional to the market depth. Intuitively, a smaller A, enables 

the trader to submit larger orders for a given amount of private information revealed. 

Thus, informed trader profits per unit of information revealed are increasing in market 

depth. 

We can now interpret the trader's problem as that of optimally controlling his 

stock of information and express the objective function as 

(4.18) «,2:,+<5, = 
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max u,dt + l]o\dt) + (1 - r • dt)[a,,j, •{•L,+dI.,) + 

s.t. dL,=-u,dt 

Plugging the constraint into the objective function and combining terms yields 

(4.19) a,I,+5,= 

max — (1 - r• dt)a,,„ u,dt + (1 - r• dt)(x,,„l., + k]a\dt + (l - r• dt)5,^„ 

The coefficient of u,dt is the difference between the price of a unit flow of information — 

utilization through trading at t -- and its opportunity cost, the expected value of holding 

on to this unit until the next instant. This net marginal value is independent of u, (as long 

as u, is finite); if the net marginal value is not zero, then the informed trader's behavior 

will be unstable. To see this, suppose this net marginal value is negative. Then it 

follows that the trader can always make himself better off by "acquiring" (i.e., utilizing at 

a negative rate) another unit of information with the anticipation of utilizing it in the 

future when the value of a unit of information will be higher. This translates into 

buying/selling shares of the asset when p, is greater/less than v, in order to push the asset's 

price further away from v, with the anticipation of covering the position taken earlier. 

Since there is no lower bound on an optimal trading strategy doesn't exist. On the 

other hand, if this net marginal value is positive, and the stock of information is non-

negligible, then no finite rate of depletion is optimal, since each unit of information is 

more profitably utilized than held if the "price" of information is expected to fall, and. 
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therefore, a solution does not exist. In the remaining case, where the net marginal value 

is zero, 

(4.20) = 

and the trader will be indifferent between utilizing or acquiring any unit of information at 

t since he can expect the same profit opportunities with this unit at the next instant.'^ 

Only this case can be consistent with an equilibrium. Substituting (4.20) into the 

objective function given in (4.19) yields 

(4.21) a,I, + 5, = (1 - X](T:dt + (l - r • dt)S,^„ , 

which, from matching like terms, implies that 

(4.22) a , , j , = { l  +  r  d t ) a ,  and 5,,^,={l + r dt)S,— 

or, in the limit, 

(4.23) a, =aQe" , X, = X^e'" and 6,= 
J 2X ' ' 

e , 

which verifies (4.7) of Proposition 3. Thus, in any equilibrium, prior to the public signal, 

a will increase and A will decline exponentially at rates of r, the implicit discount rate, so 

that the present value of the stock of information remains constant (Hotelling's rule). The 

present value of 5, absorbs the positive externality created by noise trading from t 

onwards. 
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Condition (4.23) will not hold at the last instant, however, since ttr = 0, so that at 

time 7 - dt, the net marginal value must be positive. This reflects the incentive for the 

informed trader to utilize all private information before it is certain to become public. In 

summary, for an equilibrium to exist, a must increase at rate r until the final instant, at 

which time it discontinuously falls to zero. The optimal extraction policy for the informed 

trader is to utilize his information smoothly, leaving no information unutilized by the 

final instant. Because the unconditional expected value of information does not change 

over time, the trader is indifferent over all utilization paths which cause Z, to converge to 

zero at T.'"* Note that, so far, there has been no restriction placed on the initial values Oc 

and XQ. Solving for these requires information about the market maker's choice of A as a 

function of the informed trader's strategy. 

4.2 Linear strategies 

Following Kyle, attention is restricted to the class of linear strategies of the form 

(4.24) dx, = p,g,dt 

where p, represents the trader's level of aggressiveness.'^ For this class of strategies, 

(4.25) 4dft|/,j=-A,AftA 

" The condition that the flow price equal the expected marginal value is a standard condition in a 

resource extraction problem when extraction costs are zero. 

' He must leave only a negligible stock size before the last instant in order to maintain a 
smooth path. 

' This is a natural restriction, since, when trading occurs over discrete time intervals, a linear 

strategy is the trader's unique best response. 
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so that 

(4.26) u,dt = 2X,P,i:,dt - X](jldt. 

This indicates, for a given stock of information, the relationship between the trader's 

aggressiveness (P,) and the rate at which he utilizes his private information (u,). Since 

there is a one-to-one correspondence between P, and u„ there is no loss of generality 

restricting attention to linear strategies as far as the trader's objective is concerned. This 

does place a restriction on the resulting unconditional (on v) distribution of g. If g, is 

distributed normally, then given a linear strategy, dx, and ^,+dt will be normally 

distributed as well. The distributions of dx, and g, unconditional on v are pertinent to 

formulating the market maker's response, which is taken up next. 

4.3 The market maker's problem 

The market maker was assumed to observe only the net market order dy,, (not dx, 

or dz, separately), with his price being determined competitively. That is, 

(4.27) p,,„ = E[v,\dy„a,] 

or, equivalently, 

(4.28) dp, = E[g,\dy,,a,]. 

Initially, we have 

(4.29) v|Qo~/v(/7o, Z )  o r  

If the informed trader employs a linear strategy at each t of the form proposed in (4.24), 

then, based on the properties of the Normal Distribution, we have 
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(4.30) g,|Q,~yv(0.i;) and E[g,\dy„i^,] = X,dy„ 

where the linear projection yields" 

(4.31) A,=-^ 

so that the efficient response, 

(4.32) dp, = X,dy, 

is indeed a linear function of the net market order as claimed in Proposition 3, where A, 

the cost of trading, is positively related to the informed trader's level of aggressiveness 

and his expected stock of information. 

It is also useful to see the relationship between A and the trader's utilization rate. 

Taking expectations of both sides of (4.26) and substituting for from (4.31) yields 

(4.33) u'dt = 2A,/3,I> - l]a]dt = X](7]dt 

where the asterisk signifies the market maker's conditional expectation. We see that the 

market maker will set A^ proportionately to u', the rate at which he expects the informed 

trader to utilize his private information, and will expect the stock of information to move 

according to 

(4.34) dL',=-u,dt 

£f^, =  {  y t ' S , )  when g ,  and rfy,are normal and mean zero. 
var(^/>',) 

We have d y ,  =  X , P , g , d t  +  X , d z ,  = »  d y ,  -  N ( p , +  ̂, o l d t ^  =  yv(o.}},a\dt + 

and  cov(<v ,  , g , )  =  c o v { X , p , g , d t  +  k , d z ,  . g , )  =  P , d t  c o v ( g ,  . g , )  =  
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4.4 The resource extraction problem 

Given linear strategies are played, as hypothesized above, we can summarize the 

market for the risky asset as the analogous resource extraction problem, in which the 

market maker and the informed trader's behavior, respectively, represent the demand for 

and supply of information. To see this, rearrange equation (4.33), the market maker's 

efficient response, as 

(4.35) u'=-^ 
I 

-2 

V 2A, , 

This indicates that the amount (in terms of the flow rate) of private information demanded 

is a decreasing function of the price of information at r, given by • This is 

indicative of the market maker becoming more price sensitive when he expects a greater 

amount of informed trading. 

The supply of private information is determined by the solution to the informed 

trader's problem. It was shown that if the price of information is expected to increase 

exponentially at a rate r, the informed trader was indifferent over all rates of utilization, 

implying that the supply of information is perfectly elastic at r; otherwise it is undefined. 

Fnnhcrmore, feasibility requires that the accumulated supply of information can never 

exceed the initial stock, and optimal behavior implies that no information will remain 

unutilized prior to T. Thus the market maker will expect two endpoint conditions, 

(4.36) i; = Z 
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(4.37) IT* = 0, 

along with 

(4.38) Z,*>0. 

In looking for an equilibrium, we ask, for what stream of information prices over 

the interval [0,T] will there exist an expected supply of information that is feasible and is 

at all times equal to the demand for information. 

4.5 A linear equilibrium 

We are now in position to solve for the equilibrium in a manner that provides a 

clear intuition of the effect of trading uncertainty on volatility. 

Proposition 4: Assume that following an event at t=0, for each small trading interval of 
length dt prior to T, the probability of a revealing public signal is r dt. In equilibrium, the 
informed trader disseminates more information early on in trading. In particular, letting 
u,dt = — dL, 

Irl.' 
(4.39) u; = uy'" . where u, = ^ 

l — e 

2rZ* I 
(4.40) A, = Ao^'" . where Aq = — — 

G  ̂  \ ~ e  

Furthermore, the trader's utilization rate equals the instantaneous price volatility. That 
is, 

(4.41) var^dp,) = u'dt 

Hence volatility decays exponentially at rate 2r. 

Proof 

As reasoned in the previous chapter, an equilibrium must satisfy the following 

conditions: 
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(4.42) A,=Aoe-" 

(4.43) u;=X]al 

(4.44) Z* = Z , Z^ = 0, and Z* > 0, where Z' = -u, 

Condition (4.42) is necessary for tfie supply (utilization) of information to be defined and 

implies that it is perfectly elastic, condition (4.43) characterizes the demand for 

information, and conditions (4.44) place feasibility and optimality restrictions on the 

accumulated utilization. From (4.42) and (4.43) supply and demand can be equal for all t 

only if 

(4.45) u] = ule-^" 

Utilizing information at an exponentially decaying rate of Ir supports an efficient A, 

which decays exponentially at the rate r. On the other hand. A, decaying exponentially at 

the rate r supports a variety of utilization paths including the one proposed. The initial 

rate, mq*. must generate a utilization path which eliminates the stock of information at T. 

By integrating the state equation in (4.45)) and imposing the endpoint restrictions, we get 

w-46) 
1 — e  

Plugging this into (4.45) yields 

2rZ" 
(4.47) = / X (2-17) 

1 — e  

and 
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(4.48) i; = ' , ^ (2.18) 
1 — e 

as the solutions. From these expressions, A, and j3, are easily found to be 

(4.49) 

and 

(4.50, 

Although the assumption of an upper bound of the trading horizon is a useful device for 

constructing a game with well defined incentives, it is a nuisance parameter when it 

comes to interpretation and future model extensions. Taking T to be infinity yields 

simpler equilibrium expressions without changing the basic nature of their time paths; 

moreover, the limiting game still has a finite expected time horizon. Proposition 5 states 

the equilibrium for the limiting infinite horizon game. 

Proposition 5: Let T approach infinity. The limiting infinite horizon equilibrium takes 
the following form: 

(4.51) dx, = p,{v-p,)dt, 

(4.52) dp, = X,{dx,+dz,) 

where 

C4.54,A,=Jl|i." 

(4.55) u'=lrJ.le--" 
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(4.56) r,=r,e -2n 

4.6 Interpretation 

The first thing to notice, looking at equation (4.55), is that the rate at which the 

informed trader utilizes his stock of private information is largest early on in trading and 

decays exponentially at a rate (2r) proportional to the probability of a public signal. 

Because of the risk of a public signal, the informed trader prefers, ceteris paribus, to 

concentrate his activity early on in the Leading horizon. As a reflection of this, market 

depth must be smallest early on in trading, increasing over time at an exponential rate as 

the trader's aggressiveness diminishes. 

The significance of the trader's behavior is that, in equilibrium, u,' measures the 

expected volatility of prices, conditional upon public information (the market maker's 

information set). To see this, recall that prices move according to 

(4 .57 )  dp ,=X , {dx ,+dz . )  

Because pricing is efficient, dp, has mean zero (again, conditional upon public 

information) and is serially uncorrected. The variance of price changes is thus given by 

Q. =  X]a]d t  (4.58) = E^X]{dx , f  +  2X]dx ,d z ,  +  X]{dz , y  

where, in the middle expression, the first term is of order dt^ while the second is mean 

zero, leaving only the third. Efficient pricing requires, however, that A, be such that 

(4.59) u'dt = X]<j]dt 
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which implies u' is the instantaneous variance of the price change at r." Intuitively, if 

the market price is set efficiently, then p should be expected to change according to the 

amount of information the market maker is able to infer from market orders. In 

equilibrium, therefore, the variance of p, mirroring the utilization rate of information, 

decays exponentially at the rate Ir following the time 0 event and up until the public 

signal. We can see as well that, if the probability (r) of a public signal increases, the 

informed trader's aggressiveness {P) increases because of the risk he incurs by delaying 

his trades, while market depth (1/A) decreases in response to the higher intensity of 

informed trading. Finally, Kyle's result that price volatility is independent of the level of 

noise trading extends to this setting as well. Notice that, while enters into the 

expression for the price volatility, it washes out in equilibrium because of its inverse 

relationship to X^. 

It is useful to see how these properties compare to the certain horizon case, as 

modeled by Kyle. Let 7^, be the time at which the public signal is realized. Because the 

public signal is generated by a Poisson process with rate r, 7], will be distributed 

exponentially, with mean 

(4.60) = 

In Table 4.1, equations (4.47) - (4.50) are expressed in terms of this expected waiting 

time and, for comparison, the corresponding solutions to the Kyle model with a certain 

Because price changes are serially uncorrelated, we can integrate u, to determine the price 
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horizon of 7 = 7]f are provided as well. Such a comparison isolates the impact that an 

uncertain horizon has on equilibrium behavior by controlling for the expected length of 

the game. 

Table 4.1 Equilibrium comparison to Kyle (1985) 

Stock of Price Trading 
Volatility Information Sensitivity Aggressiveness 

Horizon u' Z* A, j3, 

1 T-t I Iq I I TO-
2 

certain (Kyle) — Iq Zo 
T  °  T  "  \  Ta]  (T - t )  \  i ;  

2 2S: -/T' 2a: /r' 
u n c e r t a m  — "  I — ^  "  I — ^  "  

r/ ^ r/cT^ ^ r/Zo 

t measures the time elapsed following a large event, and T,, is the expected arrival time of the public signal 

From Table 4.1, we can see that, at the first instant of trading, information utilization UQ , 

and hence price volatility is twice as high when the horizon is uncertain. Accordingly, 

the initial price sensitivity (Xo) and trading aggressiveness {(3o) are also twice as high. 

Paths cross, however; because of the time independence of Poisson arrivals, the expected 

length of the remaining game, in the uncertain horizon case, remains constant over time, 

whereas it shrinks in the certain horizon case. The time paths of the price variance and 

variance when measured at discrete intervals. 
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the stock of private information are illustrated in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 for the case 

where Zo = 100 and = 100. 

1.6 ••  

a. 
certain horizon 

0.8 

0.6 
uncertain horizon 

0.4 

0.2 

20 30 40 80 0 10 50 60 70 90 100 

TIME 

Figure 4.1 Volatility Time Paths: Certain vs. Uncertain Horizon. 
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Figure 4.2 Time Paths of Stock of Private Information: Certain vs. Uncertain 
Horizon. 
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5. A CONVERGENCE RESULT 

In this chapter we state and prove the following convergence result. 

Proposition 6 The equilibrium of the discrete time model with uncertain trading horizon 

converges to the equilibrium of the continuous time model as At approaches zero. 

Proof 

Recall from Proposition 2 in Chapter 3 that the solution to the discrete time model 

with trading horizon uncertainty is: 

(5.1) i i x ,=P , {v -p„ , )A l .  

(5.2) />. =P.-i+^.(Ax.+A2.) 

where 

(5-3) = 
4A„(l-pa„Aj 

(5.4) =p{5„+a„A>:A/) 

(5.5) 
2A„(l-pa„A„) 

(5.6) —j-
"  PlA tT„_ ,+cy]  

(5.7) Z„=(1-^„A„AOI„., 

The three endpoint conditions are: 

(5.8) =0,S^ = 0, ZQ given 
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Rearrange (5.5) and define \vi„ as: 

(5-9) = ^in = I-2pa„A„ 
2-2pa„X„  I +  w,„  

Similarly, multiply (5.6) by P„At to obtain: 

(5.10) A„J3„A/ = , > where 
1 + w, a. in t. 

By inspection, w/„ = W2„. Equating (5.9) and (5.10) yields 

(5.11) g.^-;'^' = |-2pg.A. 

Our strategy, from here on is to express each of the parameters in terms of the right hand 

side of (5.11). From (5.3), we have 

^"-' = 2A„(l-p«A) 

The denominator matches that of (5.5), yielding 

(5.13) /?„Ar = 2a„.,(l-2pa„A„) 

Taking the reciprocal of both sides of (5.3), multiplying by pa„ and subtracting 1, we get 

(5.13) ^ - 1 = 4pa„A„ (1 - pa„A„) -1 = -1 + 4pa„A„ - 4p'a„'A'„ 
"n-l 

which implies 

(5.14) ^-l = (l-2pa.A.)" 
^n-\ 

From (5.11) and using (5.13), we have 
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(5.15) l-2pa„A„ = 2 a „ - , % ^  =  4 a „ ' _ , ( l - 2 p a „ A „ ) '  
At ( J zA t  

To simplify (5.15), define 

(5.16)0„ = 
4a I. 

yielding 

(5.17) l-2pa„A„ = 
At 

From (5.13), therefore, we have 

(5.18) = 
0n-l 

From (5.7) we have 

(5.19) l-/3„A„A/ = 1—^ 
2(l-pa„Aj l-(l-2pa„A„) 

1 + 
A/ 

V rn- l  y  

That is. 

(5.20) 
'n-l 

1 + 
At 

0n-l 

-I 

V Vn-I / 

Finally, substituting (5.17) into (5.14) yields 

(5.21) 
oc. 

a n-l V ^N-L J 

Since au = 0, we know from (5.16) that 

(5.22)0^ =0 
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At this point we want to establish a difference equation in 0„, take the limit as the 

time interval goes to zero, and solve for 0 as a function of time. This solution is then 

substituted back into the above expressions for the variables of interest. From its 

definition, (5.16), we have 

<Pn 

(5.23) 
<t> n-l 

a' n n 1 
1 -

At 2 \ 

K 

2 \ 

I y K- I J 
1 + 

Ar 

0 n-l / 

At At^ At 3 \ 

0.-. I / 

which implies 

(5.24) p>„ = l-0„.,-A/-
A/' 

0„-. 0L. 

Recall from Chapter 3, equation (3.17) that p = e which implies that 

(5.25) ( l -  p - )  =  2rA t  +  h .o . t . ,  

Plugging (5.25) into (5.24) we have 

(5.26) (I - 2rAt + h.o.t.)<p^ = I - - At + h. o. t. 

which implies 

(5.27) 0n -0n-l 

At 
= 2r(/»„_| - 1 + h.o.t. 

Taking the limit as At approaches 0 yields the following differential equation in <p\ 

(5.28) (/»; = 2r(/),-1,0, =0 

The solution which satisfies the terminal condition is 
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(5.29) 0, 
2r' 

For the infinite horizon game, taking the limit as T approaches infinity yields, 

1 
(5.30) <p, = 

2r 

Now we solve for the parameters of interest. From (5.20), we have 

(5.31) 
'n~l V 'Pn-\ J 

1 u = 1 + h. o. t. 

or 

Z -I , S 
(5.32) = 

A/ 

, S:, _ 2rl, 

' <P, 1-E 

It is easily verified that the limiting solutions to X for the finite and infinite horizon games 

are 

, _-2r{r-,) 
(5.33) 

I — e 

(5.34) lim,_Z,=Soe-^", 

which is exactly that of (4.58), the solution of the continuous time game. For the 

remaining parameters we verify for the infinite horizon game only. 

(5.35) limr__ a, = 
J.* 1 I 2 I (pa: 1 a] 

41. 2r 4Z„e - In  

which implies 
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Furthermore, 

(5.37) 13,= 
2a ,  2 r ( j  f 

<P, 
^e" 

and 

B Z 
(5.38) A, =-tV = 

CT, 

2r<7 2rcT 
—e 

Finally, 

(5.39) 5„_, =p(S„  +a„A;a» = (I-rA/ + /i.o.r.){5„ +a„A;(T:Ar) 

which implies 

S - 5  
(5.40) n rt~l 

At 
-a„Xla^ ,A t - rS  A t  +  h .o . t .  n n z n 

Taking the limit as At approaches zero and plugging in the expressions for a and A we 

have 

(5.41)5; =r 5 - .  
2rZ. 

, 5'" =0. 

The solution which satisfies the terminal condition is easily verified to be 

(5.42) S,=-J-^e-". 
2^2r l ,  
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6. MODELING A FLOW OF INFORMATION 

This chapter extends the model of Chapter 4 by allowing the asset's underlying 

value to change through time. The focus is on how trading and price volatility are 

affected when the informed trader receives a flow of information. The choice of how to 

model the information flow was guided by the desire to allow for variations in the 

magnitude of events while maintaining the simplicity of the Kyle structure. In particular, 

there are only two types of information-generating events: large and small. Large events 

occur rarely and are of the same magnitude as that assumed for the initial event in 

Chapter 4. Small events occur frequently but are each of negligible magnitude. The 

setting created is one in which news occurs continuously during the day but is typically 

weakly related to the asset and implies small changes to its value. In rare and random 

instances, however, an event of direct impact or of large significance to this asset will 

occur. 

It is important to emphasize that the occurrence of each large event is publicly 

observed. (What happens when the occurrence of these events is privately known is 

discussed in Chapter 7.) Nevertheless, the implications of events to the asset's value are 

understood by only the informed trader. This can be viewed as a simplification of a more 

realistic scenario in which some of the event implications are publicly understood, as 

well. In the sense that the publicly understood implications have been netted out in this 

model, it is appropriate to assume that publicly informed agents have no sense as to 
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whether an event contains favorable or unfavorable news, even though they have 

observed its occurrence. 

More specifically, suppose that the asset's underlying value changes both 

continuously throughout the course of trading and discontinuously at rare instances. The 

value is continuously affected by a flow of "small news", an independent Brownian 

motion process with each innovation c^- drf, being of mean zero with variance c  d t  

over a small time interval of length dt. In addition, over such an interval, there is the 

probability q dt of a "large" event occurring which will cause a non-negligible 

innovation £, ~ yv(o, Z)to the asset's value. That is. 

Here, de, takes on the value of one to indicate the occurrence of an event and zero 

otherwise. The realized value is seen only by the informed trader at time t prior to 

submitting his market order. That is, the informed trader is always informed about the 

continuous innovations to v while the market maker is only aware of the generating 

distributions and the realizations of de,as they occur. Since dv, is assumed to be 

independent of g„ it is expected to augment g,' by Eidv,^). By squaring both sides of 

equation (6.1) and taking expectations, we see that small events are expected to augment 

the stock of private information by c dt while a rare event is expected to cause this stock 

to jump by L. That is, 

(6.2) dL ,  =—u,d t  +  cd t+  'Lde i  

(6.1) dv, = c^'drj,+£,de, where de, 
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Thus, while the stock of information is utilized through trading, it is augmented between 

trades, possibly by a large amount. 

To maintain a simple strategic setting, assume that q/r is negligible so that, 

following any large event, it is highly unlikely that there will be a second large event prior 

to the public signal. The informed trader can thus ignore the implications of a future 

large event, since it will have no significant impact on the value of current private 

information. It is almost certain that, by the time the next event occurs, his current 

information already will have been exposed by a public signal. 

Proposition 7: Equilibrium consists of a steady state path and, should a large event 
disrupt the steady state, a transition path, which leads back to the steady state,. 

In a steady state - characterized by dL,' = 0 - volatility is constant and equals the rate c 
at which private information flows. However, a steady state can obtain only when the 

trader's stock of private information E,' is negligible. 

A transition phase ensues when a large event (de, = 1) causes volatility to jump 
discontinuously. In the transition 

• volatility decays exponentially (again, at rate 2r) and returns to the steady state in a 
finite time, T. 

• volatility at each t is an increasing function of the information flow rate, c. 

• T is decreasing in c. 

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to verifying and interpreting the claims of 

Proposition 7 by working through the informed trader's problem. 

The trader's objective function, given by 

(6.3) a,I,+5,= 
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| - ^ + ( I  -  r  •  t / r ) [ a , , ^ ,  •  ( Z ,  +  t / Z , ) + 5 , , ^ ,  ]  

s.t. dL, = -u,dt + cdt 

differs from the earlier objective function given by equation (4.18) only by the term cd t  

added to the constraint. Notice that the term I.de, is omitted from the constraint, 

signifying that the trader ignores the insignificant likelihood that de, will take on a value 

of 1 over the next instant.'® 

Plugging in the constraint and rearranging terms reveals again that, when the stock 

of private information is non-negligible, for an optimal utilization rate to exist. 

must hold. When this condition is imposed in (3.3), we can equate like terms to get 

(6.5) a, = a^e" 

(6.6) A, = X^e'" 

We see here that the information flow rate c enters only into the expression for S, and, 

therefore, has no direct effect on the trader's incentives. As a result, the restrictions on a 

and A are exactly as before; however, c does affect the market maker's level of 

(6.4) 
2A, 

= { \ - rd t )a„ j ,  

(6.7) 

This simplifies the problem greatly because the stock of information follows a deterministic 

path. By imposing this limitation, we still maintain a setup which allows for additional large 
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uncertainty and, in turn, affects tiie equilibrium rate at which information is utilized. 

Thus, the flow rate has an important indirect effect on the informed trader's behavior. 

6.1 Equilibrium 

In Chapter 4 it was seen how the informed trader's informational advantage 

depreciated over time. While it was feasible for him to increase his stock of information 

by placing 'misleading' orders, such behavior was incompatible with any equilibrium, 

since this would require the market maker to misinterpret the information content of the 

order flow. When allowing for a continuous flow of information, so that 

(6.8) i, =-M, + c, 

it appears rationally plausible for the stock of information to become stationary or even to 

accumulate. When large events occur sufficiently far apart, a stationary phase will be 

reached in a finite amount of time. It will never be the case, however, that the informed 

trader accumulates information over time. We start by characterizing the steady state that 

forms in the absence of a recent large event. Subsequently, we can consider the effect 

that a large event has and characterize the transition back to the stationary phase. 

A stationary phase, characterized by Z, = 0, can occur only if 

(6.9) u,' = c 

(6.10) u;  =  x]GI  

events to occur over time, but are ignoring its strategic implications. See Section 4 for a 

discussion of the effect of more frequently occurring events. 
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Condition (6.9) indicates that private information is utilized at the same rate at which it is 

renewed and, hence, the stock of information is unchanging, and condition (6.10) implies 

that the market maker prices efficiently. These two conditions imply that A, is constant, 

given by 

Thus, the market maker's price sensitivity reflects the rate of flow of private information 

relative to noise. But with A constant or, equivalently, the expected flow price of 

information constant, the informed trader has the incentive to utilize all of his private 

information immediately, as reasoned in Chapter 4. We know from equation (6.6) that If 

L," is not small, then A, must decay exponentially at rate rfor the informed trader's 

problem to have a well defined solution. Therefore, no steady state of this form can be 

maintained in equilibrium unless Zi' is sufficiently small that it can be depleted with a 

finite rate of utilization. In particular, by imposing a third condition that 

(6.12) Z* = cd t  (is negligible), 

then, with A, constant, the informed trader will instantly deplete his stock of private 

information, setting «,'= c, so that 

(6.13) dZ ,  =—u 'd t  +  cd t  =  0 .  

Lt remains constant and arbitrarily close to zero, each small amount utilized being 

renewed by the next instant. In turn, a constant utilization rate of c justifies the constant 

(6 .11)  
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A, given in equation (6.11), which verifies that the proposed stationary state is an 

equilibrium. 

Now, consider the effect of an unanticipated large event, and let r = 0 be the time 

of its occurrence. Assume the period of 'above normal' volatility lasts until t = T . The 

informed trader is privy to the resulting innovation to the asset's value, making his 

informational advantage equal to Z . Because this stock of information is non-negligible, 

the equilibrium must have 

(6.14) = 

(6.15) A,=Aoe-" 

(6.16) Z*=-M'+C 

along with boundary conditions, 

(6.17) =c dr-^0 

(6.18) z; = z. 

When t>T ' ,  the steady state resumes, with 

(6.19) u,' = c 

(6.20) X](7] = c 

(6.21) z;=o 

What allows us to identify T* is that A, must make a continuous transition into the steady 

state at T*. That is, 

(6.22) c = A;.cT: = A-„(Ty^^' 
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To see this, suppose to the contrary, that were to fall discontinuously to its steady state 

value of y 1 atT*. Then, equilibrium would break down because the trader would be 
/ ̂ t 

receiving a strictly better "price" for his information at T* than at any t prior to T', which 

induces disequilibrium arbitrage opportunities discussed previously. If, on the other 

hand. A, jumped discontinuously up to ^^2. then, over an interval of time prior to T*, 

we will have m,' = A^O"^ < c causing Z' to grow and be incompatible with the condition 

that be negligible. Therefore, (6.22) must hold. This will allow us to identify the 

time at which the steady state is reached. 

To solve for the solution time paths, first use (6.14) and (6.22) to get 

(6.23) where u'^ = ce'^^ 

which implies that 

(6.24) i'=-ce^'^'""Kc 

Solving (6.24) with the initial condition yields, for a given T*, 

(6.25) 2:; = i; i-e''^'(l-e-'") + ct 
2r ^ ' 

Imposing the terminal condition in (6.17) gives an implicit solution for T', 

(6.26) r= ^ 
( 1 v' ^ 

^2r7-* _ J 2^ 

V / 2r 

Although this does not allow us to solve explicitly for T*. it is easily verified that a unique 

strictly positive solution will always exist for strictly positive r, c, and Z'g. 
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6.2 Interpretation 

The equilibrium for this model formulation describes the way in which market 

activity is disrupted from its "normal" state with the occurrence (at / = 0) of a rare event 

and subsequently makes a smooth transition back to its normal state (at t = T*), where it 

will stay until the next rare event. The story begins with a steady state, prior to a rare 

event, with small news occurring continuously. Keeping abreast of the implications of 

these events for the value of the asset and seeing that market depth (1/A,) is unchanging, 

the informed trader is driven to exploit each piece of information the instant it arrives, 

rather than allowing it to accumulate and thereby risking an early public signal. The 

normal level of volatility () will correspond to the constant rate (c) at which the 

informed trader is utilizing his information. When a rare large event occurs - call this 

time 0 - volatility increases sharply to uo because market depth decreases due to the 

market maker's anticipation of a sudden increase in the trading aggressiveness of the 

informed trader. Under the assumption that the next event is expected to occur far 

enough into the future, the effect of this large event persists similarly to that described in 

section 2; A must decay exponentially at rate r, while price volatility and the rate at which 

information is utilized each decay exponentially at rates 2r. This is depicted in Figure 6.1 

and Figure 6.2 for the case where the exogenous rate of information flow is unity (c = 1) 

along with the case considered in Chapter 2, where there is no information flow (c = 0). 
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Figure 6.1 Time Paths of Excess Volatility: Information Flow vs. No Information 
Flow. 
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Figure 6.2 Time Paths of Stock of Private Information: Information Flow vs. No 
Information Flow. 

What makes the effect of a rare event different in this scenario from that in 

Chapter 4 is the initial response in trader aggressiveness and price volatility (uo) 

following the event. Because small events continue to occur, the informed trader must be 

more aggressive in comparison to the case where no new events occurred in order for the 

stock of information to be driven towards zero, and consequently, for a given sized large 

event, price volatility will be greater at all times than was the case before. To prove this, 

multiply each side of equation (6.26) by c and rearrange to get 

(6.27) = 2rZ; + 2rcT '  +c>  2ri; 

where the first and last terms are the solutions to UQ when c> 0 and c = 0, respectively. 

Finally, notice that the system returns to the steady state with price volatility returning to 
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its normal level in a finite amount of time. T* thus measures how long abnormal 

volatility will persist following a rare event. 

It is useful to characterize how the immediate increase in volatility to UQ, as well as 

the measure of persistence, T*. is affected by c, the instantaneous rate at which new 

events occur, and r, the instantaneous probability of a revealing public signal. 

Differentiating the expressions for woand T* given in equations (6.23) and (6.26), and 

holding constant r and Zq , we get 

Equation (6.28) verifies that for the informed trader to utilize information in a way which 

decays exponentially at rate r while causing his stock of information to approach zero, he 

must trade more aggressively in response to a higher c. Consequently, as seen in (6.29), 

information is utilized faster, and the effects of a large event will not persist as long, 

when c is larger. 

and 

dT 
(6.29) — 

dc 
< 0  
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7. FURTHER EXTENSIONS TO THE MODEL 

This study highlights the effect of strategic trading on patterns in volatility by 

making an informed trader the sole intermediary for the flow of information into the 

market. By interpreting his information as a private resource, we have seen how the rate 

at which he utilizes his information through trading determines volatility in the market. 

While the rate at which he/she receives information is an important factor, the informed 

trader influences this rate by controlling the rate at which he reveals his private 

information. As a result, following large events, volatility persists even though large 

events do not. Furthermore, it is possible to characterize the nature of volatility 

persistence as a function of the nature of public and private signals. A key finding is that 

uncertainty in the timing of public signals causes the informed trader to trade more 

aggressively early on, making volatility high at the outset, while decaying exponentially. 

This contrasts with Kyle (1985), where volatility does not damp following an event. 

The setting has two particular features which merit further examination. The first 

is the limitation that large events occur rarely enough that two events will almost never 

occur between any two public signals. This precludes future large events from becoming 

a strategic consideration for the informed trader. Relaxing this assumption would permit 

us to characterize the stochastic volatility that would arise from multiple large events 

occurring randomly between public signals. This greatly complicates the structure of the 

game, however, since the market price sensitivity must jump, following each event, in a 

way which is determined endogenously. Ceteris paribus, the informed trader would have 
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the incentive to trade more aggressively the sooner he expects the arrival of the next large 

event, since a jump in price sensitivity makes the terms of trade less attractive. 

Consequently, following an event, volatility will persist at a lower rate. Some insight can 

be obtained by examining the necessary conditions for equilibrium that arise from the 

trader's problem. We consider these next. 

7.1 Non-Rare Events 

We start with a proposition. 

Proposition 8: Relax the assumption that q is small relative to r. Then, in a transition 
phase, volatility must decay at a rate which is greater than 2r prior to the next large 
event or public signal. 

Randomly occurring rare events create a complication to the trader's problem, since the 

trader must anticipate the jump in the marginal value of information that would occur 

immediately following a rare event. Suppose he believes 

ioc" , if de, = Ol 
(7.1) ct,,u,=\ *' [ and similarly for 5,. 

K.., '/ de, = \\ 

Intuitively, one would expect that an increase in the stock of private information should 

lead to a fall in its marginal value so that od <oP. (We leave the discussion of exactly 

why until later.) The objective then becomes 

(7.2) a ,L ,+5 ,=  
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max, 
I J 

s.t. dZ, = -u, dt + cdt + kde, and a,^j, = 

where the expectation operator is with respect to de,. Plugging in the constraint yields 

The three terms represent: the flow of profits from trading at t; the future value of the 

remaining private information conditional on no public signal or rare event occurring, 

weighted by its probability; and the future value of the remaining private information plus 

k, the newly arrived private information, conditional upon a rare event occurring without 

the release of a public signal, weighted by its probability. Rearranging and eliminating 

higher order terms, we have 

(7.3) 

—[u,dt + l]o\dt) + {\-r dt){\-q-dt)[al„ • (Z, -u,dt + c^/r) + ] 

+ (I - r • dt)q • dt[a\^j, • (l, - u,dt + cdt + k) + 5\,j, ] 

(7.4) a,Z,+5, = 

— ([l - (r + q)dt\a°^j, +q dt- a^j,) u,dt 

max„ . + i^\-{r + q)dt]al„+qdta\^„ )l, 

+ [l - (r + q)dt]5°^j, +qdt- [a^^k + + X,G:)dt 

In this case, we must have 
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(7.5) = ([l - (r + q)dt\x°,„ +qdt- a],,,), 

which again says that the current flow price must equal the expected future value. 

Imposing this in (7.5) implies 

(7.6) a, = [l - (r + q)dt]a°^j, +qdt-

and 

(7.7) 5,=[l-{r + q)dt^l„+qdt{al„k + 5l„) + {calj,+X,(7l)dt 

We multiply each equation above by [\-^{r-\-q)\dt and eliminate higher order terms to get 

(7.8) a°^ j ,=[ \  +  rd t \ x ,+qdt[a , -a \ , j , )  

and 

(7.9) Sl^=li + rd,'j^,+gd,{S,-S'„^ +A,<Ti)A . 

Consider the interval of time prior to the first occurrence of a rare event. For any r in this 

interval we will have a, =a° . Letting 

(7.10) /i, =a,-a| 

be the loss in value had a rare event occurred at t, we can write (7.8) as 

(7.11) dc,=ra,+qh, 

This says that, for a period of time where no rare event is realized (so that a, = a°), we 

must have the value of information rising faster than the discount rate to compensate the 

trader for the downside risk of a fall in the marginal value of the trader's information due 

to the occurrence of an event. This risk premium will depend on the likelihood q and 
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anticipated relative magnitude of an event (a function of k relative to Z), which 

determines the resulting fall in value h. Solving the differential equation as a function of 

h yields 

(7.12) a,={a, + Hy 

where 

I 

(7.13) H , = q j e - " h , d r .  

H, measures the risk the trader faces at time zero from holding a unit of information until 

time t. It should be the case that //o = 0, H,>0 and H, < 0. In terms of A,, 

(7.14) A ,= i X.e-". 
' l + 2Ao//, ° 

To see how this relates to Hotelling's rule, rearrange (7.8) and eliminate higher 

order terms to get 

(7.15) E[a„„] = {\-q dt)-+q dt-={\ + r dt) a, 

which says that, prior to the public signal, the value of information is expected to grow at 

the discount rate. Again, if the marginal value of information is expected to take any 

other trajectory, the informed trader has the incentive to trade in an extreme manner 

inconsistent with any equilibrium. 

7.2 "Unobserved" Events 

A second key feature of the model is that events are publicly observable. It would 

be interesting to compare these results with those from the ca.se where the occurrence of 
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an event itself is private information. One of simple features of the Kyle model is that the 

distribution of the asset's value conditional on the market maker's information is Normal, 

which allows the market maker's price sensitivity to follow a deterministic path in 

equilibrium. When the occurrence of an event is unobserved, however, this conditional 

distribution is no longer Normal, and, consequently, the market maker's price sensitivity 

will be a function of the order flow. One might expect volatility to build, initially, 

following a large event, as the market maker gradually infers its occurrence from larger 

market orders, and then decay back to its normal level. This would provide an interesting 

contrast to the path induced by a publicly observed event, where price volatility 

immediately jumps to its highest level before decaying gradually. Easley and O'Hara 

(1992) addressed this issue for an asset with an underlying value which was distributed 

binomially and with non-strategic informed trading. They showed that, when the 

specialist was uncertain as to whether an event occurred, the bid-ask spread could 

increase with the trading volume since an event would trigger greater trading activity 

along with greater informational asymmetry. While addressing the factors which affect 

how long volatility is expected to persist, they do not, however, characterize the volatility 

clustering patterns. 
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8. LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS 

8.1 Background 

This chapter reports on experiments which investigate the relationship between 

investor behavior and price volatility in financial asset markets. The basis for the 

experimental design and hypotheses to be tested were developed in Chapters 4, 6, and 7. 

The model captures the strategic interaction between an informed trader and a 

competitively-pricing market maker in a dynamic setting, as in Kyle (1985). It shows 

how the information structure and nature of uncertainty affect trading strategy, which in 

turn affects the rate at which private information becomes incorporated into prices and 

generates market volatility. 

Interest lies in how patterns in market volatility form endogenously from the 

behavior of investors who act on information - patterns which may differ from those in 

the arrival of information events. What is the effect of a privately understood event on 

volatility, and what type of path does volatility take before returning to its long run 

equilibrium level? To address these questions, the model focuses on trading and price 

dynamics between the time a trader receives private information (the event) and the time 

it is revealed by a public announcement. The model predicts that an informed trader who 

is certain of the length of this time horizon will distribute his trades patiently over time, 

causing volatility to remain constant (shown in Figure 8.1 below by the solid horizontal 

line). On the other hand, uncertainty about the time horizon, controlling for its expected 
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length, induces the investor to trade more impatiently early on, causing volatility to be 

higher initially but decay over time (solid curve in Figure 8.1). Hence, this type of 

uncertainty promotes volatility clustering, an empirical regularity in financial markets. 

Time path of volatility when ; 

(1) occurrence of the event is common knowledge and the time horizon is certain (solid line) 
(ii) occurrence of the event is common knowledge but the time horizon is uncertain (solid curve) 
(iii) occurrence of the event is private information and the time horizon is uncertain (dashed curve) 

Figure 8.1 Time Path of Volatility in Response to an Event 

There is a basic distinction between the purpose here and that of the well known 

experimental examination of Smith, Suchanek, and Williams (1988), who found 

endogenously arising excess volatility in the form of speculative bubbles. There, subjects 

were not asymmetrically informed, and there was no link between such patterns in 

volatility with a the flow of information. Experiments by Plott and Sunder (1982) 

showed in a double auction environment with two states of nature that inside information 

was quickly disseminated into market prices. However, without a theoretical model, they 

var(dp) 

information event time 
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found it difficult to interpret the dynamics within a trading period. As with much of the 

experimental asset market literature, Plott and Sunder's findings focused primarily on end 

of period market efficiency. An important contribution of our study is its ability to 

capture or parameterize trading dynamics in a way that begins to clarify how, rather than 

whether, prices come to reflect traders' information. 

Another important aspect of the trading environment is the understanding less 

informed agents have about the timing of an event. Market makers' beliefs about whether 

traders have received news affects the inferences they make about the information content 

of incoming orders. The model predicts that when the occurrence of an event is common 

knowledge, volatility jumps discontinuously, prior to decaying. The equilibrium for the 

case where the occurrence of an event is private information, on the other hand, remains 

unsolved. Intuitive reasoning suggests, nonetheless, that volatility will build gradually as 

market makers infer the event's occurrence from observations of increased trading, and 

then will subsequently decay (dashed curve in Figure 8.1). 

In testing the model's hypotheses experimentally, two underlying issues are 

addressed: whether trading will tend toward the theoretical dynamic equilibrium and 

whether agents' preferences are suitably modeled as risk neutral. Since subjects are 

highly unlikely to arrive at a dynamic equilibrium purely from deductive reasoning, it is 

important to understand whether experience and market forces enable subjects to 

anticipate and respond optimally to rivals' actions and ultimately play equilibrium 

strategies. Two period asset market experiments by Forsythe, Palfrey and Plott (1982) 

and Friedman, Harrison and Salmon (1984) suggest that they can. In the more complex 
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environment studied here, does the informed trader learn to account for both the current 

and anticipated future stream of market maker pricing rules when deciding how 

aggressively to trade? Conversely, do market makers come to recognize the correlations 

between incoming trade orders and the asset's valuation, and do they respond 

competitively to these orders? The importance of answering these questions is not so 

much in measuring subjects' abilities to behave optimally, but in understanding the type 

of strategies they employ. Furthermore, independently of how closely observed strategies 

resemble the theoretical predictions, one is interested in the effect alternative 

environments have on trading strategy, efficiency and volatility. 

A question common to much of the related experimental literature is whether a 

risk neutral model adequately represents subjects' behavior. Do risk attitudes exhibited 

in the context of trading cause subjects' strategies to differ significantly and qualitatively 

from the theoretical predictions? Since alternative risk preferences are outside the realm 

of the theoretical model, it is difficult to disentangle the effect of risk from the failure of 

agents to behave rationally, when explaining disequilibrium play. Nevertheless, patterns 

in observed play, as well as subjects' remarks, suggest aversion to risk has an important 

effect on trading. This is consistent with the experimental findings of Schnitzlein (1993), 

where estimated dealers' price pressure parameters exceeded the competitive levels. 

Later analysis attempts to capture this effect. 

8.2 The Experiments 
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8.11 The trading environment 

The experiments approximate several of the environments considered in the 

theoretical model. In each setting there are four human subjects - three market makers 

and an informed trader - plus a computerized (liquidity) trader, all of whom trade on a 

risky asset for a number of periods within a trading round. An informational asymmetry 

arises at some point in the round when the informed trader learns the implication an event 

has for the value of the risky asset. (The timing of the event is fixed or random, 

depending on the treatment.) The event implies a change in the asset's value, a draw 

from a normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation 50, truncated by [-100, 

100]. For a trading round in which an event has occurred, the asset's per unit payoff at the 

end of the round is 

V = 100 + e 

where 100 is the asset's ex ante value and 

£ ~ A/(0,50^) truncated in [-100,100], 

is observed privately by the informed trader and revealed publicly at end of round. If no 

event occurs, the asset's payoff is 100. 

In each round, each subject is endowed with 100 units of the risky asset and 

10,000 units of cash. Subjects are permitted to take on short positions in either asset 

throughout the course of trading. Trades are initiated, once per period, by the informed 

and liquidity investors placing quantity orders, constrained to be in the interval [-50, 50] 

(negative quantities represent sell orders). Liquidity orders [dzt) are drawn from a normal 
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distribution with mean zero and standard deviation 7. In each period, the informed order 

(dx,) is batched with the computer generated random liquidity order and submitted to 

competing market makers. Market makers observe only the total order (dy, = dx, + dz,)\ 

they are unable to observe the informed or liquidity order separately. Each market maker 

then bids a price (p„) at which he/she is willing to clear the entire order. The transaction 

is awarded to the market maker with the most competitive bid (/?,). 

A public announcement of the asset's value (v) marks the end of a trading round 

(period T). A subject's profits for the round are equal to the end of round cash holdings 

plus V per unit of risky asset held, less the initial endowment. Informed trader profits can 

be calculated as 

T 

f=l 

The start of each round begins a separate trading game. Subjects are re-endowed, the 

identity of the informed trader changes, and the ex ante value is reset to 100. The as.set's 

ex post value is drawn independently of previous rounds' outcomes. Sessions last two 

hours, including instructions, with as many rounds played as time permits. The notation 

is summarized below in Table 8.1. 
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Table 8.1 Variable Deflnitions 

Variable description 

V ex post asset value (exogenous, privately observed) 

X, and dx, informed trader holdings and orders 

z,  and dz, simulated liquidity trader holdings and orders 

y, and dy, total trader holdings and orders 

Pti and Pi market maker / 's bid i= 1,2,3 and market price. 

e. indicator of occurrence of event 

obs, indicator of event beinp common knowledge 

8.12 Treatments 

Over the course of four sessions, subjects participate in four treatments ~ two in 

each session — which vary by whether the number of trading periods before the public 

announcement is random, whether the timing of an event is random, and whether 

knowledge that an event has occurred is common/private at the time it occurs. (See Table 

8.2 below.) For the first two sessions (the first is training), each round is designated as 

either Treatment I or Treatment II. In both treatments, it is common knowledge that an 

event has occurred prior to the first trading period. However, each round in Treatment I 

consists of 8 periods whereas, in Treatment II, the number of periods is random with an 

expected length of 8 periods — the probability that the current period is the last is 1/8. 

In the third and fourth sessions, subjects participate in Treatments III and IV. In 

both treatments, the timing of an event is random. Specifically, in any period, if no event 

has yet to occur, the chance of an occurrence is 1/4. The chance that a second event 
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Table 8.2 Experimental treatment descriptions 

Treatment session event public revelation 

I r , 2  Prior to Period I Following Period 8 

II 1 . 2  Prior to Period 1 Random timing (prob.= l/8) 

III 3,4 Random timing (prob.= l/4)*» 

event common knowledge 

Random timing (prob.= l/8) 

IV 3.4 Random timing (prob.= l/4) 

event private information 

Random timing (prob.= i/8) 

* Session 1 is a paid iraining session "Event publicly observable wiih probability 'A 

occurs is zero. The number of periods before the public announcement is random, as in 

Treatment II. (Note that while the design precludes two events from occurring, there will 

be some rounds in which no event occurs.) The distinction between Treatments II and III 

lies in whether market makers are to be notified that an event has occurred. In Treatment 

III, all subjects are to be notified when an event has occurred, as was the case in 

treatments I and II, whereas, in Treatment IV, only the informed trader is to be notified. 

Subjects are instructed that in each round, each treatment occurs with equal probability, 

but do not know which case has occurred until or unless notified of an event. 

8.2 Estimation of strategies 

In the trading environments of Treatments I-III, where events are publicly 

observable, theory predicts that agents will employ time varying linear strategies as 

follows: 

(i) market maker: dp, = X,dy, dy, = djc, + dz, 
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(ii) informed trader: dx, = p,(v - p,./) 

dp, is defined as the current price minus the ex ante value (100) if t = 1, or current price 

minus lagged price, otherwise. No distinction is made between individual bids and the 

winning price since market makers are hypothesized to be identical. A„ the amount the 

market maker's selling increases for each unit of an incoming order to buy, measures 

price sensitivity (or in the literature price pressure and cost of trading). When market 

makers are risk neutral and perfectly competitive, p, will be an unbiased forecast of the 

asset's value v. Equation (ii) asserts that the informed trader's buy/sell orders (dx,) are 

proportional to the amount by which the asset is undervalued, the difference between the 

trader's informed valuation (v) and the market's ex ante valuation (p,./). The informed 

trader's intensity or aggressiveness, (3,, when chosen optimally, is the solution to a 

dynamic programming problem which depends on the anticipated future stream of A,. 

The linearity of the equilibria for Treatments I and II is guaranteed by the 

assumptions of risk neutrality for both agents, normality of random liquidity orders, and 

the normality of the asset's value conditional on the market maker's information. The 

relaxation in Treatment IV of the assumption that market makers know and observe the 

timing of events is equivalent to relaxing the assumption of normality, destroying the 

linearity property and making the equilibrium difficult to characterize. Nevertheless, as a 

practical simplification, agents' strategies for all treatments are estimated using a linear 

specification. Estimated strategies are therefore to be interpreted as linear 
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approximations. Consequently, trading behavior is completely captured by the time paths 

of P, and X,. 

Prior to estimation, the period number is normalized to be relative to the period in 

which an event occurs. For example, period 1 is the first trading period following an 

event. To reduce the number of estimated parameters, data are grouped as shown in 

Table 8.3: 

Table 8.3 Period Groupings 

Period group Label 

periods prior to event 0 

periods 1,2 1-2 

periods 3.4 3-4 

periods 5.6 5-6 

periods 7.8 7-8 

periods 9.IP.... 9-

The informed trader's strategy is parameterized by the vector 

P = (^0. Pi2, P34, •••, Pg.) 

and is estimated by regressing informed trade orders {dx,) on the interactions between the 

asset's under-valuation (v - p,.i) and the period group dummies, imposing the restriction 

of no intercept. Each element of /3 is a crude measure of a within group 'average.' The 

market makers' pricing rule ~ the winning bid ~ is parameterized by the vector 

A = (Ao, A/2, X34 Xjs, A9.) 

and is estimated by regressing price changes (dp,) on the interactions between the current 

total order (dy,) and the period group dummies, imposing the restriction of no intercept. 
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An additional term, invent, is included to test the hypothesis that market makers' 

inventories (asset holdings) have no effect on willingness to pay/accept. 

To analyze price efficiency and volatility, the mean squared pricing error and 

price variance are calculated. 

I t =  ( v  - p , f  pricing error 

var(i/p,) price volatility 

8.3 Hypotheses and Results 

The figures provided below illustrate the hypotheses and estimated results for the 

time paths of A,. Z, and var(dp,). Data are pooled across subjects and rounds within 

treatments. The first set of figures illustrates the degree of competition among market 

makers and the aggressiveness of informed trading by comparing actual trading with risk 

neutral equilibrium trading for Treatments I and II. The presence of learning is detected 

by comparison of Treatment II with III. In the remaining analysis, the emphasis is on 

determining the effect of treatment on the estimated time paths as opposed to measuring 

closeness to equilibrium in the absolute sense. The second set of figures illustrates the 

effect of an uncertain time horizon by comparing Treatment I (certain horizon) with 

Treatment II (uncertain horizon). The third set illustrates the importance of the 

observability of events by comparing Treatment III (events observable to market makers) 

with Treatment IV (events unobservable to market makers). Finally, we consider the 

effect of risk attitudes on market makers' pricing. 
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Figure 8.2 Market Maker Price Sensitivity: Estimated Actual vs. Theoretical 
Equilibrium 

8.31 Market maker competition and informed trading aggressiveness 

Figure 8.2 compares estimated winning bid price sensitivity to the theoretical 

(competitive) equilibrium price sensitivity for the certain horizon (Treatment I) and 

uncertain horizon (Treatment II). The time path for Treatment III is included in Figure 

8.2b since, for post-event periods, it is comparable to Treatment II and illustrates the 

effect of experience. Pricing in both Treatments I and II is highly sensitive to order size 

and appears collusive; estimated X's are roughly twice that of the competitive prediction. 

The high sensitivity is mitigated somewhat by experience, however. Interestingly, pricing 

in the training sessions (not reported) was also more competitive than in session II. A 

possible explanation is that market makers priced more cautiously in second session to 

protect against large losses experienced occasionally in the training session, thereby 

stimulating collusive behavior. By the third session, however, competitive forces begin 

to undermine the collusive efforts. 
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Figure 8.3 Trading aggressiveness of informed trader: Estimated Actual vs. 
Theoretical Equilibrium 

Figure 8.3 compares estimated trading aggressiveness to equilibrium trading 

aggressiveness for the certain horizon (Treatment I) and uncertain horizon (Treatment II). 

In both cases, trading aggressiveness is similar to the equilibrium prediction in early 

periods, but fails to increase as sharply as predicted. Trading less aggressively than the 

equilibrium level, however, is consistent with a rational response to the higher than 

equilibrium price sensitivities shown in Figure 8.2. Notice as well that, with experience 

(Treatment III), traders are more aggressive, a consistent response to the more 

competitive pricing in Treatment III. 
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Figure 8.4 Price volatility and mean squared pricing error: Estimated Actual vs. 
Tlieoretical Equilibrium 

As a result of uncompetitive pricing, volatilities are well in excess of the 

equilibrium levels, as shown in Figure 8.4, although less so with more experienced 

subjects (Treatment III). Prices frequently overshoot the asset's value even when orders 

are small, causing the mean squared pricing error to stray rather than converging to zero, 

as shown in Figure 8.4c and Figure 8.4d. 
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8.32 Comparison across treatments: certain vs. uncertain Horizon 

Figure 8.5 illustrates the theoretical equilibrium effect of an uncertain time 

horizon on trading and pricing behavior. The risk of a public announcement induces the 

trader to discount future streams of income. Holding the pricing rule constant, the 

informed investor will prefer to trade more intensely early on relative to the certain 

horizon case. Anticipating this effect, the market maker's pricing sensitivity will be 

greater in early periods relative to the certain horizon case, as shown in Figure 8.5a, but 

not enough to completely offset the impact on informed trading aggressiveness. 
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Figure 8.5 Theoretical Equilibrium price sensitivity and trading aggressiveness: 
Certain vs. uncertain liorizon 
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As a result, the trader's agressiveness is higher initially but does not rise as quickly, as 

shown in Figure 8.5b. Consequently, more information is revealed initially, causing the 

mean squared pricing error to decline more steeply (Figure 8.5c) and volatility to be 

higher initially (Figure 8.5d). 
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Figure 8.6 Estimated Price sensitivity and trading aggressiveness 

Figure 8.6 illustrates estimated trading and pricing behavior based on Treatments I 

and II from the second session. Results are consistent with the theoretical predictions in 

the sense that pricing sensitivity and volatility each start high and decay (for the most 

part) when the horizon is uncertain, in contra.st to the relatively stable time path when the 

horizon is certain. Results are at odds with the theory in that early period informed 
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trading behavior in Treatment 11 is not more aggressive than that of Treatment I. Thus, 

the market makers' increased sensitivity is consistent with the predicted equilibrium 

effect, but is not consistent with a best response to traders' actual play. Also at odds with 

the theory, pricing efficiency is relatively lower when the horizon is uncertain, contrary to 

the hypothesis that uncertainty induces more information to be revealed early on from 

trading. 
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Figure 8.7 Estimated price sensitivity, trading aggressiveness, pricing error, price 
volatility: Observed event vs. unobserved event 
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8.33 Comparison across treatments: observed vs. unobserved events 

Following a large event, price sensitivity and volatility should increase more 

sharply when market makers understand that an event has occurred. Although the 

equilibrium remains unsolved, a reasonable hypothesis is that market makers will be 

slower to adjust to the occurrence of an event when they are not aware of its timing. 

Market makers' price sensitivity will be a function of their subjective beliefs about the 

probability an event has occurred, a function of time and the magnitude of incoming trade 

orders. 

Figure 8.7 shows that estimated price sensitivity and volatility do increase sharply 

following an observed event and are substantially higher for several periods than the case 

where the event is unobserved by market makers. Price sensitivity and volatility do not 

seem to follow any particular pattern when the event is unobserved; it is counterintuitive 

that lambda is lower in the period following than in the period prior to the event. 

The theoretical effect on the informed trader's strategy is not obvious. Ceteris 

paribus, trading aggressiveness should be decreasing in price sensitivity, implying that 

trading aggressiveness will be greater when the event is not observed. On the other hand, 

ceteris paribus, the trader has the incentive to trade cautiously when the event is 

unobserved, since heightened trading activity tips off its occurrence. Consequently, large 

orders will induce future pricing to be more sensitive. The experimental evidence, 

displayed in Figure 8.7b, suggests that the former effect dominates. That is, the informed 
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investor trades more aggressively when the event is unobserved than when the event is 

observed for the first six periods following the event. 

8.34 The effect of risk attitudes on pricing 

As mentioned briefly above, it appears that market makers' 'collusive' pricing 

was triggered in part by efforts to avoid risk. The hypothesis is that market makers are 

less willing to clear orders which increase inventories, since this increases exposure to 

asset payoff risk. Consequently, market makers should price asymmetrically, more 

sensitively to sell orders than buy orders, when holding positive inventories, and more 

sensitively to buy orders than sell orders, when holding negative inventories. In sum, 

willingness to pay should be decreasing in inventory of the risky asset. 

To test for this, market makers' aggregate beginning of period inventory was 

included in the pricing rule specification: 

dp, = X, dy, + y, invent, 

Estimated coefficients are shown in Table 8.4. (Parentheses indicate standard errors.) 

Results indicate that inventories do significantly affect market makers' willingness to pay 

for the risky asset. Less experienced market makers (Treatments I and II) require an 

additional 9 to 13 cents per unit, approximately a 10 percent markup, for orders which 

increase inventories, while providing the same amount as a discount for orders which 

decrease inventories. For more experienced market makers, the markup/discount is less. 

Although the coefficient of invent is highly significant in all four cases, the estimated 

lambdas were not significantly affected by its inclusion in the regression. (Original 
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Table 8.4 Estimated augmented pricing rule 

Variable Traat I Treat II Traatlll Treat IV 

invent .13 .09 .05 .04 
( .03) ( .03) ( .01) ( .01) 

lambda00 .71 .71 
{ .03) ( .03) 

lambda12 1 .26 1 . 51 .98 .66 
( . 09) ( .12) ( .05) ( .05) 

lambda34 1 . 14 1 . 22 . 84 .62 
( .10) ( .17) ( .05) ( .06) 

lambda56 1 .13 1 . 24 .65 .82 
( . 10) { .18) { .06) ( .07) 

lambda?8 1 .03 . 81 .77 . 66 
( . 08) { .17) ( .06) ( .09) 

lambda9- . 09 .81 .75 
( .03) ( .04) ( .06) 

R sqr .71 .67 .71 .66 

estimates are not shown in the table.) However, if one uses post transaction inventory 

rather than ex ante, one obtains the following specification: 

dp, = A, dy, + /, {invent + dy,). 

Then, upon collecting terms, the estimated coefficients from the same regression would 

be interpreted differently. That is, 

dp, = (A, + y,) dy, + y, invent 

This suggests that risk attitudes increase pricing sensitivities unconditionally, as well, up 

to 10 percent, although still not enough to account for uncompetitive pricing. 

Consistent with this finding, some subjects claimed to use strategies that were 

based primarily around inventory maintenance. No-risk profits were guaranteed for a 
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market maker who successfully sells units at higher prices than previously purchased, 

when holding positive inventories, and buys back units at lower prices than previously 

sold, when inventories are negative. When using such a strategy, profits depend on the 

ability to attract a sufficient volume of buy and sell orders while maintaining a positive 

bid ask spread. In doing so, the market maker is able to earn positive profits without 

concern for forecasting the asset's value, irrespective of the asset's underlying value. 

Although, holding rivals' strategies constant, these profits are not individually maximal, 

such behavior promotes collusive pricing, yielding higher group profits. Note that as long 

as the informed trader buys when the asset is undervalued and sells when the asset is 

overvalued, the asset's price should converge to the underlying value, regardless of 

whether market makers are forecasting at all. 

8.35 Conclusions 

The equilibria examined in this study involve sophisticated dynamic trading 

strategies. It is understandable that, although a full session of training successfully 

familiarized subjects with the trading framework, subjects took longer to develop 

strategies. With experience, informed traders became more aggressive and market 

makers became more competitive. Even so, in Treatments I-III, where theoretical 

equilibria can be tested, trading never converged to equilibrium levels. Market makers 

pricing sensitivity exceeded the competitive levels, while trading aggressiveness failed to 

increase over the course of the round as steeply as predicted. 
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The following story can be told which attributes these findings to risk aversion 

among agents: On the one hand, market makers require a risk premium for holding end 

of round inventories, since payoffs on inventories are subject to the random draw 

associated with the event. This premium translates into higher price sensitivity which 

cannot be competed away, contrary to the prediction of the risk neutral model, 

guaranteeing that market makers earn positive profits. This finding is supported by 

positive and significant estimated coefficients for market maker inventories for all 

treatments. On the other hand, the informed trader faces a different risk. Because trading 

rules do not allow for limits on price, informed trading profits are uncertain. The 

observed below-equilibrium trading aggressiveness of informed traders can be attributed 

to this price uncertainty as well as uncompetitive pricing. 

Regardless of whether trading reaches equilibrium, one can examine the observed 

impact of uncertainty on trading and volatility and compare this with the theoretical 

impact. Findings support the hypothesis that price sensitivity and volatility are stable 

within the round when the number of periods is certain. Also consistent with the theory, 

when the number of periods is uncertain, price sensitivity and volatility are higher in early 

periods and lower in later periods relative to the certain horizon case. However, the 

informed trader fails to trade relatively more aggressively in early periods when the 

number of periods is uncertain. Thus, while the observed impact of uncertainty on price 

sensitivity is consistent with the predicted equilibrium impact, it is inconsistent with a 

best response to actual informed trading. Lastly, when the timing of the event is 

uncertain, price sensitivity and volatility increase more sharply when the event is 



observed publicly relative to the case where the event is observed only by the informed 

trader. Counter to intuition, when the event is not publicly observable, estimated price 

sensitivity was lower in the period following event than in periods prior to the event. 

Informed trading aggressiveness increases more sharply when the event is observed than 

in the case where the event is unobserved. 
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